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In this work we address two problems in computational chemistry relevant to 

biomolecular modeling. In the first project, we consider the conformer space of melatonin as a 

a representative example of “real-life” flexible biomolecules. Geometries for all 52 unique 

conformers are optimized using spin-component scaled MP2, and then relative energies are 

obtained at the CCSD (T) level near the complete basis set limit. These are then used to validate 

a variety of DFT methods with and without empirical dispersion corrections, as well as some 

lower-level ab initio methods. Basis set convergence is found to be relatively slow due to 

internal C-H…O and C-H…N contacts. Absent dispersion corrections, many DFT functionals will 

transpose the two lowest conformers. Dispersion corrections resolve the problem for most 

functionals. Double hybrids yield particularly good performance, as does MP2.5. 

In the second project, we propose a simple DFT-based diagnostic for nondynamical 

correlation effects. Aλ= (1-TAE [ΧλC]/TAE[XC])/λ where TAE is the total atomization energy, XC 

the “pure” DFT exchange-correlation functional, and ΧλC the corresponding hybrid with 100λ% 

HF-type exchange. The diagnostic is a good predictor for sensitivity of energetics to the level of 

theory, unlike most of the wavefunction-based diagnostics. For GGA functionals, Aλ values 

approaching unity indicate severe non-dynamical correlation. The diagnostic is only weakly 

sensitive to the basis set (beyond polarized double zeta) and can be applied to problems 

beyond practical reach of wavefunction ab-initio methods required for other diagnostics.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The essence and purpose of computational chemistry is best summarized by Dirac:1 

The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical theory of a large part of 
physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known, and the difficulty is only 
that that the exact application of these laws leads to equations much too complicated to 
be soluble… It therefore becomes desirable that approximate practical methods of 
applying quantum mechanics should be developed, which can lead to an explanation of 
the main features of complex atomic systems without too much computation.  
 

These lines were written before digital computers were even invented, but remain true. 

Progress in this regard has been in two main areas: (a) the astonishing increase in computing 

power available to the average researcher in recent decades; (b) the development of more 

efficient theoretical approaches to the problem. 

While the term “theoretical chemistry” is generally more associated with the 

development of novel such approaches, the term “computational chemistry” is generally more 

associated with the application of existing theoretical approaches to practical problems of 

interest to chemists, materials scientists, biochemists, and pharmacologists.2 

Computational chemistry can be roughly subdivided in molecular mechanics-based 

approaches on the one hand (nowadays typically used only for large systems) and 

computational quantum chemistry (or just quantum chemistry, for short) on the other hand.  

The central equation in quantum chemistry is the deceptively simple-looking time-independent 

Schrödinger equation: 

 Ĥ Eψ = ψ   (1.1) 

an eigenvalue equation in which Ĥ represents the Hamiltonian, the eigenvalue E is the energy 
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of the system, and ψ the associated wave function. Even if we regard the nuclei as stationary 

on the electronic time scale (the Born-Oppenheimer or “clamped nuclei” approximation), we 

are still left with an electronic wave function that depends on 3n spatial coordinates. As a result, 

exact solution is only possible for some model systems of limited chemical interest, and 

approximations need to be introduced. These come in two principal flavors (see below for 

details): (wavefunction) ab initio methods and density functional theory (DFT), with some 

recent approaches (such as fifth-rung density functionals) straddling the line between both.  

The present work consists of the following parts: 

1. Benchmark ab initio calculations on the conformer space of a paradigmatic biological 

and pharmacologically active molecule (melatonin) — and assessment of more 

approximate ab initio approaches 

2. Proposal of a simple DFT-based diagnostic for nondynamical correlation effects 

 

1.1 Time-Independent Schrödinger Equation 

 Solving the n-particle Schrödinger equation explicitly is an arduous task. By a reasonable 

zero-order approximation, we can assume the motion of particles to be statistically 

independent. Consider two particles 1 and 2, each with their respective one-particle wave 

functions: 

 1 1(r )φ      and   2 2(r )φ                                                 (1.2) 

Their associated probability functions are 

   and                             (1.3) 
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If their motions are statistically uncorrelated, this means that 

       (1.4) 

so naïvely one would expect a wavefunction like  the following: 

  1 2 1 1 2 2(r ,r ) (r ) (r )ψ ≈ φ φ  (1.5) 

for which eq. (1.4) would seem to hold. The permutation operator P is defined as follows: 

  12 1 2 2 1P̂ (r ,r ) (r ,r )ψ =ψ  (1.6) 

However,  

   (1.7) 

If the wave function were complex, and permutation would give the same wavefunction times a 

complex phase factor 

 12 1 2 1 2P̂ (r ,r ) exp(i ) (r ,r )ψ = ω ψ    (1.8) 

then the requirement would be satisfied, since 

   

   (1.9) 

Now if you apply the same permutation twice, you should obviously get the identical 

wavefunction back: 

 12 12
ˆ ˆP P ψ =ψ    (1.10) 

But if eq. (1.8) holds, then  

   (1.11) 

which means that eq. (1.10) can be satisfied only if 
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   which implies {0, }ω∈ π  (1.12) 

 

in other words 

   (1.13) 

                        

The only independent particle wavefunctions that satisfy this requirement are: 

  [ ]1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
1(r ,r ) (r ) (r ) (r ) (r )
2

ψ = φ φ ± φ φ  (1.14) 

where the denominator ensures normalization. The “+” solution is symmetric under 

permutation, while the “–“ solution is antisymmetric. If 1 2φ = φ , no problem arises with the 

symmetric solution, while the antisymmetric one vanishes — this is one expression of the “Pauli 

exclusion principle”.  

 According to the spin-statistics theorem, all elementary particles fall into two classes: 

bosons (such as photons) that have integer spins, follow the symmetric solution, and obey 

Bose-Einstein statistics, and fermions (such as electrons) that have half-integer spins, follow the 

antisymmetric solutions, and obey Fermi-Dirac statistics.  

 Turning to the fermionic case, if we introduce spin and consider instead products of a 

spatial one-particle wave function with a spin function — 1 1 1(r )φ σ  and 2 2 2(r )φ σ — then if the 

spatial parts are the same, 1 2φ = φ   

  [ ]1 1
1 2 1 2

(1) (2)
(1) (2) (2) (1)

2
φ φ

ψ = σ σ −σ σ  (1.15) 
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the wavefunction will vanish unless the two particles have opposite spin (singlet coupling). If 

the spatial parts are different, 1 2φ ≠ φ , then the two particles can have the same spin (triplet 

coupling).  Again, the Pauli exclusion principle arises naturally. 

An equivalent way to write the antisymmetric solutions is as follows: 

   (1.16) 

This so-called Slater determinant can be extended to three particles: 

   (1.17) 

and in general to n particles 

   (1.18) 

This can be written in shorthand as  

   (1.19) 

where P runs over all possible permutations and A is called an antisymmetrization operator.  

 

1.2 An Aside about Geometry Optimization 

 The structure of a molecule is specified by the coordinates of the atoms in the molecule. 

These can be expressed in Cartesian coordinates (“xyz”), in simple internal coordinates (bond 

lengths, angles, torsion angles), or in more complicated internal coordinates. The potential 
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energy surface (PES) of a molecule can be visualized as a plot of the total energy (electronic plus 

internuclear repulsion) as a function of molecular structure: 

 

Figure 1.1. A sketch of the PES is shown  

 In Figure 1.1, the PES is visualized as a hilly landscape with various peaks, ridges, and 

valleys. Points at which the gradient of the total energy with respect to the nuclear coordinates 

has zero length are called extrema: they can be further characterized by the Hessian index (HI) 

of the point, i.e., the number of negative eigenvalues in the Hessian (the matrix of second 

derivatives of the energy with respect to the coordinates). If the extremum is a minimum in all 

directions, it will have HI=0, and it corresponds to either the global minimum (if it has the 

lowest energy anywhere on the surface) or otherwise to another local minimum.  

 If the extremum is a maximum in one direction but a minimum in all directions 

orthogonal to it (the top of a mountain pass, in the above figure), it will have HI=1, and 

corresponds to a transition state: the eigenvector associated with the negative eigenvalue 

corresponds to the reaction coordinate. A second-order saddle point is an extremum with HI=2, 

and so forth. 
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 The process of locating a local minimum is known as geometry optimization; it 

constitutes an essential part of virtually all quantum chemical studies. The actual structure at 

the minimum corresponds to the molecular equilibrium geometry in the absence of zero-point 

vibration and other rovibrational effects (the re geometry).  

If only energies are available, the gradient needs to be obtained in a finite difference 

approximation, which for a nonlinear molecule with N atoms required 2(3N-6)+1=6N-11 energy 

evaluations. Fortunately, for DFT and for some lower-level ab initio methods, analytical first 

derivatives can be obtained fairly inexpensively if the equations for the total energy have been 

solved: the theory of analytical derivatives is beyond the scope of this work. 

 Geometry optimization methods have been reviewed by Schlegel.3 Almost all of them 

are “variable metric methods” in which an initial estimate of the Hessian is improved using 

information obtained from energies and gradients of the various optimization steps. The initial 

Hessian can be just a unit matrix, or can be obtained from a simple molecular mechanics-type 

model: in difficult cases, it may be necessary to explicitly calculate the Hessian (analytically or 

by finite differences of gradients). Especially far from the minimum, or during initial 

optimization steps with an estimated Hessian, the optimization step may over-or undershoot, 

and a line search that minimizes the energy along the step direction will significantly accelerate 

convergence. 

 Transition state searches, in which one tries to locate a first-order saddle point, are 

beyond the scope of this work and present much more severe difficulties than ordinary 

geometry optimizations. 
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 Different local minima on a potential surface for a given set of atoms may correspond to 

different sets of reactants and products, or correspond to different stereoisomers: if the 

isomers can be converted into each other by no more drastic operation than rotation around a 

single bond, they are different conformers of the same  

What is the chemical meaning of different local minima? If we allow the molecule to 

separate into several moieties, they may correspond to different sets of reactants and 

products: if however such separation is excluded, we are left with different stereoisomers (e.g., 

HCN vs. HNC, HOCN vs. HNCO,…). If the stereoisomers can be converted into each other by 

nothing but rotations around single bonds, they are different conformers of the same 

molecule.4  

 

1.3 The Trouble with Interacting Electrons 

 Each electron interacts with all the others. An exact analytical solution of this problem is 

impossible even for two electrons; a nearly exact numerical solution is possible only for very 

small systems, as its computational cost scales factorially with the number of particles. Hence, 

approximations need to be made. 

 Hartree first proposed assuming that the electron motions are statistically uncorrelated, 

i.e., that each electron moves in the averaged field of all the others. Ignoring spin and spin 

statistics, this leads to an n-electron wave function that is a simple product of the one-particle 

wave functions (a Hartree product) 

   (1.20) 
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 In this model, each electron experiences, aside from kinetic energy and electron-nuclear 

attraction, Coulomb repulsion from the averaged field of the others .All these terms have 

classical equivalents. Upon applying the variational principle for a Hartree product, the n-

electron Schrödinger equation reduces to a set of n coupled 1-particle equations. 

 However, as discussed above, electrons are indistinguishable fermions, and the overall 

wavefunctions must be antisymmetric under permutation. Vladimir A. Fock5 in Russia, and John 

C. Slater6 in the USA, simultaneously and independently extended Hartree’s equations for a 

wavefunction of the form (1.17): the resulting equations are generally referred to as the 

Hartree-Fock equations while of course (1.17) is known as a Slater determinant. 

 The Hartree-Fock energy has an additional term resulting from the permutation: this so-

called exchange energy has no classical equivalent but is a purely quantum mechanical 

manifestation of the exclusion principle. 

 The Hartree-Fock energy typically accounts for over 99% of the exact (nonrelativistic, 

clamped-nuclei) total energy. The remainder is known as the correlation energy, and results 

from instantaneous interactions between electrons.  

 While a contribution of less than 1% of the total may not seem significant, the error on 

chemically significant quantities such as atomization energies is much larger, running from 

about 20% in molecules like H2O and HF to about 180% in molecules like F2 (which are 

metastable at the Hartree-Fock level). This can be intuitively understood by realizing that 

electron correlation will become more important with increasing electron density, and that 

regions of increased electron density are obviously created by bringing together atoms to 

become a molecule.  
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 Clearly, this problem must be tackled if quantum chemistry is to generate useful 

predictions. There are two basic approaches to this problem. In (wavefunction) ab initio theory, 

which represents the “frontal assault” on the problem, the wavefunction is expanded in an n-

particle basis set of Slater determinants. In density functional theory, which represents an “end 

run” around the obstacle, the theory is reformulated in terms of the electron density and its 

derivatives. As the density only depends on 3 coordinates rather than 3n, DFT has much 

friendlier computational scaling (n4 at worst), but this comes at the expense of introducing an 

“exchange-correlation potential” of which the exact form is unknown and possibly unknowable.  

1.4 References
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CHAPTER 2 

WAVEFUNCTION AB INITIO METHODS 

2.1 Hartree-Fock Theory 

According to the Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle, for a given approximate 

wavefunction ψ, the Rayleigh quotient  

(2.1) 

is an upper limit to the true energy. Hartree-Fock theory consists of taking a Slater determinant, 

plugging it into the Rayleigh quotient, and minimizing the energy with respect to the orbitals.  

In order to ensure that the orbitals remain orthogonal, a term involving Lagrange multipliers is 

added 

(2.2) 

Minimization of this function leads to a set of coupled one-particle differential equations called 

the Hartree-Fock equations.  

(2.3) 

in which EHF is the Hartree-Fock energy, h°i the “core Hamiltonian” energy for electron i, Jij is a 

Coulomb integral and Kij an exchange integral   

(2.4) 

(2.5) 
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The φi are the molecular orbitals obtained by solving the following system of coupled 

differential equations: 

(2.6) 

where the Fock operators are defined by 

(2.7) 

in which we once again see the core Hamiltonian operator H°, and we have defined the 

Coulomb and exchange operators as 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

These equations can be solved numerically for atoms (because of their spherical symmetry)1 

and for diatomic molecules;2 recently, progress has been made on numerical Hartree-Fock 

theory for general polyatomic molecules.3 However, for most practical calculations, the orbitals 

need to be expanded in a finite basis set.  

(2.10) 

where the ξiρ are the basis functions and the cir are known as molecular orbital coefficients. For 

molecules, the basis functional typically will be atom-centered functions that resemble atomic 

orbitals; for solid-state calculations (which are beyond the scope of this work) plane waves are 

generally employed. 
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Inserting the orbitals in the Hartree-Fock equations and allowing the spin-up and spin-

down orbitals to have different spatial parts (unrestricted Hartree-Fock or UHF), , we obtain the 

Pople-Nesbet equations4 (unrestricted open-shell): 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

All the summations run over N basis functions. EUHF represents the unrestricted Hartree Fock 

energy, Fα and Fβ are called α and β Fock matrices. The pseudoeigenvectors iCα


 and iCβ


 are 

called α and β  are the molecular orbitals (MOs) and the associated pseudoeigenvalues i
α∈ and  

i
β∈ are the orbital energies. The elements of H° are integrals over the one-electron operator, 

which is the sum of kinetic energy operator T̂  and the nuclear attraction operator V̂ . S is known 

as the overlap matrix; its elements are simply overlap integrals between the basis functions 

<p|q>. The pq rs  are two-electron repulsion integrals.  

(2.15) 

The evaluation of these N4 integrals is the computationally most expensive part of a Hartree-

Fock calculation. 

The α and β density matrices P are defined through 
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(2.16) 

(2.17) 

where the ni are occupation numbers which, in the UHF case, are equal to one for occupied and 

zero for virtual (unoccupied) orbitals. We can also define a total density matrix P=Pα+Pβ and a 

spin density matrix Ps=Pα–Pβ. 

The sets of α and β equations can be unified as 

 (2.18) 

At first sight, these equations are a generalized eigenvalue problem Fc=εSc. However, as F is 

itself dependent on c, we are instead dealing with a so-called pseudoeigenvalue problem. In 

practice the equations are solved iteratively: 

1. An initial guess for the orbitals is generated, either from just H° (a “core Hamiltonian

guess”) or from a(n extended) Hückel theory calculation, and an initial density matrix 

constructed. 

2. The Fock matrix is constructed. The required integrals either have been precomputed

and stored on disk (conventional SCF) or are computed on the fly (direct SCF) 

3. The generalized eigenvalue problem is solved and a (hopefully improved) new density

matrix constructed from the resulting orbitals. 
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4. If the change in the density matrices is still greater than the convergence threshold, go

back to step 2. (In GAUSSIAN 9x, the default criteria are for the norm of Pnew–Pold to be 

less than 10-6 and no individual element to exceed 10–8.) 

5. If convergence has been reached, the orbitals are consistent with the field they

generate, hence the name “self-consistent field” (SCF) for the iterative procedure. 

A variety of techniques exist for accelerating SCF convergence: for well-behaved molecules, 

convergence is typically reached between 10 and 20 iterations. 

For the closed-shell situation, Pα=Pβ=P/2 and Ps=0, and the Pople-Nesbet equations simplify to 

the Roothaan-Hall equations.5 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

With E remaining 

(2.21) 

and the occupation numbers in P now being 2 or 0. 

What is the physical meaning of the orbital energies εi? It is easily verified that, if we 

delete an electron in orbital I and assume that the other orbitals stay the same (non-relaxation 

approximation), then the calculated energy Ei removed=E–εi. (Koopmans’  theorem6). In other 

words, the Hartree-Fock orbital energies correspond to ionization potentials that neglect both 

correlation and orbital relaxation. 
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Note that there are as many orbitals as there are basis functions. What is the physical 

meaning of the unoccupied orbitals and their energies? By turning the above argument on its 

head, the unoccupied orbital energies are seen to correspond to electron affinities within the 

Koopmans approximation, and occupied-virtual orbital energy differences εa–εi to single-

electron excitation energies within the same approximation. 

2.2 Form of the Exact n-Particle Solution 

As indicated in the introduction, the Hartree-Fock approximation neglects correlation 

energy. What form would the exact solution have in terms of a one-particle basis set? The 

argument presented below follows Löwdin.7 

Assume that the solution to the 1-particle problem is expanded as a linear combination 

of a countably infinite set of basis functions (which should be quadratically integrable): 

(2.22) 

For a two-particle system, we can still make such a development if we allow the coefficients to 

become functions of the second coordinate r2 rather than remain constant: 

(2.23) 

But nothing intrinsically stops us from expanding these new functions as a linear combination in 

terms of the same basis set. Upon doing so, we obtain 

(2.24) 
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Note the Hartree products: in order to turn this into a valid two-fermion wave function, this 

must be antisymmetrized and we get: 

(2.25) 

where the restricted summation eliminates unnecessary duplication. This can easily be 

generalized to 3, 4, or any number of particles. In other words: the exact n-particle wave 

function is a linear combination of all the Slater determinants that can be generated from 

different sets of basis functions. 

(2.26) 

Now let us assume that we transforming our basis set to Hartree-Fock orbitals, then we can 

rearrange this as: 

(2.27) 

where ψ0 is the Hartree-Fock determinant, we have applied “intermediate normalization” 

<ψ|ψ0>=1, and ψFCI is known as the full configuration interaction wavefunction. the m-fold 

excitation operators Cm are defined as follows 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

…
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in which indices ijk… run over occupied orbitals and abc… run over unoccupied orbitals. The 

Cijk…abc…. are the so-called configuration interaction coefficients (or CI coefficients for short). 

Their evaluation becomes a massive eigenvalue problem: the energy of this wave function 

corresponds to 

(2.31) 

where EFCI is the full configuration interaction energy, EHF is the already defined Hartree-Fock 

energy, and Ecorr is the correlation energy as defined by Löwdin. 

In practice, a finite basis set needs to be used: then Ecorr corresponds to the exact 

correlation energy within that basis set. 

Unfortunately, the number of terms in an FCI expansion rises factorially with the 

number of basis functions. According to the Weyl formula, neglecting symmetry, the number of 

determinants for m electrons in N basis functions with spin S is: 

(2.32) 

which, for a sufficiently large basis set and with most of the electrons paired, can be 

approximated as8 

(2.33) 

Clearly, one does not have a prayer of applying such a method to large molecules as expansion 

sizes quickly become astronomical. A number of approximations have therefore been 

introduced, which we shall discuss in turn. 
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2.3 Limited Configuration Interaction 

If we consider the matrix elements <ψijk….abc|H|ψ0> then it quickly becomes clear that 

for triple and higher excitations, such elements vanish because of the two-particle character of 

the Hamiltonian, while for single excitations, <ψi→a|H|ψ0>=0 because of Brillouin’s theorem.9 

This naturally leads to the CID (configuration interaction with all double excitations) 

approximation 

(2.34) 

however, while <ψi→a|H|ψ0>=0, <ψi→a|H| ψii→ab > are not necessarily zero, and as the number 

of single excitations is in any case much smaller than the number of double excitations, there is 

very little additional cost involved in expanding this to a CISD (configuration interaction with all 

singles and doubles) wave function: 

(2.35) 

Solution of the CISD equations has a leading ∝n2N4 CPU time dependence on the number of 

basis functions N and the number of electrons n. With modern computational hardware, CISD 

can be applied to systems in the low tens of atoms.  

However, the theory has one fatal fundamental flaw: it is not size-extensive. That is to 

say, the total energy of the system does not scale properly with the number of electrons. For 

one thing, the total energy of two monomers A and B at very long separation should 

asymptotically reach the sum of the total energies of the individual monomers, EA+EB. Let us 

consider a very simple example, two helium atoms at infinite separations.10 The total wave 

function should have the form 
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(2.36) 

Ignoring for the sake of convenience the single excitations ΨA and ΨB will have the form: 

(2.37) 

Where 2Ĉ (A)  is the double excitation operator within subsystem A. 

The wavefunction for A and B becomes 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

Note that the final term in the latter expansion involves simultaneous and independent double 

excitations in monomers A and B, and amounts to disconnected quadruple excitations, which by 

definition are excluded from a CI expansion truncated at double excitations! 

Sadly, this is not a merely academic problem but causes an error in interaction energies 

that, with increasing number of electrons, rapidly becomes as large as the interaction energies 

themselves. One could, at great cost, remedy the problem for two 2-electron systems at long 

separation by considering CISDTQ instead, but the problem then just shifts down the road to 

three 2-electron systems… 

2.4 Coupled Cluster Theory 

Coupled cluster theory was originally developed in the context of nuclear physics by 
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Coester and Kummel.11 In 1966, Čížek and Paldus12 first proposed its application in a chemical 

context: a central figure in its development into a viable “gold standard” for quantum chemistry 

has been Rodney J. Bartlett, who wrote several detailed reviews on the subject (most recently 

Ref.13) and coauthored a monograph14 on many-body methods that covers both coupled cluster 

theory and many-body perturbation theory. 

The foundation of coupled cluster theory is the exponential ansatz 

(2.42) 

where T is the cluster operator 

(2.43) 

where the single substitution operator T1, the double substitution operator T2, and so forth are 

defined analogously to the corresponding CI excitation operators 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

If the complete coupled cluster operator were included, we would only have a needlessly 

complicated way of doing full CI. It is when considering limited coupled cluster expansions that 

the rationale becomes clear. Consider, for instance, CCSD (coupled cluster with all single and 

double substitutions) 

(2.47) 

That is
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2 2 2 4
1 2 1 2 1

CCSD 1 2 1 2 0

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ(1 ...)
2 2 2 24

Ψ = + + + + + + + +
T T T T TT T TT ψ (2.48) 

Note that the CCSD expansion does not just include single and double excitations, but also 

disconnected triple, quadruple,… excitations. In general, any excitation level can be 

decomposed into a connected and disconnected component. For instance 

2 2 4
2 1 2 1

4 4 1 3

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
2 2 24

= + + + +
T T T TC T TT (2.49) 

The connected term, T4, represents concerted fourfold excitations, while for example T22/2 is 

best thought of as two simultaneous and independent double excitations.  

Let us briefly return to our model of two-electron systems at infinite distance. Ignoring as above 

the single excitations, the CCD model would have a wave function 

(2.50) 

which includes disconnected quadruple, sextuple, octuple… excitations and can handle the 

situation of n two-electron systems with the same success as the monomer. In fact, Goldstone15 

proved that coupled cluster methods are size-extensive at all orders. 

Coupled cluster methods do have the disadvantage that the equations to be solved for 

the amplitudes are nonlinear. However, in practice, the cost increase over the corresponding CI 

methods is fairly modest (typically, a factor of about 2) and the cost scaling with system size is 

the same. 
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2.5 Many-Body Perturbation Theory 

In Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory, one partitions the Hamiltonian H of 

interest into the sum of an approximate Hamiltonian H° for which the eigenfunctions are 

known, plus a small perturbation V. One then defines  

(2.51) 

where λ is a parameter that gradually turns on the perturbation, going from 0 for the 

unperturbed system to 1 for the fully perturbed one. 

We now likewise expand both the energy and the wave functions as power series in the 

perturbation strength parameter λ 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

Where ψ(0) and Ε(0) represent the zero-order wavefunction and energy, ψ(1) and Ε(1) are the first-

order corrections, ψ(2) and Ε(2) are the second-order corrections, and so on.  

Substituting in Schrödinger’s equation, collecting terms by powers of λ, we obtain: 

(2.54) 

 (2.55) 

(2.56) 

Imposing orthogonality as well as intermediate normalization on the successive order 

corrections, left-multiplying by ψ(0), and integrating, we obtain the equations 

(2.57) 
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(2.58) 

(2.59) 

(2.60) 

and so forth. 

For the electron correlation problem, a sensible choice for the zero-order wave function 

would seem to be Hartree-Fock-Slater determinants. These are in fact eigenfunctions of the 

sum of the Fock operators , with eigenvalues that are the sum of the orbital energies, Σiεi. 

It is easily seen that 

(2.61) 

and thus Ε(0) + Ε(1) =ESCF. The first-order wave function correction is given by 

(2.62) 

where, as customary, indices ijkl run over occupied orbitals, abcd over virtual orbitals, and 

<ij||ab> represents an antisymmetrized two-electron integral in the molecular orbital basis, 

and the denominator corresponds (within the HF approximation) to an excitation energy from 

the ground state to a doubly excited determinant in which electrons from orbitals i and j have 

been ‘kicked upwards’ to a and b. The second order energy correction is easily calculated as 

=<ψ(0)|V–H°|ψ(1)>, and thus 
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(2.63) 

 Note that E(2) can be partitioned into pair correlation energies 

(2.64) 

This approach is known as MP2 (for ‘second-order Møller-Plesset’)16 or more rarely as MBPT-2 

(for second-order many-body perturbation theory). For closed-shell cases and for UHF open-

shell references, we do not have a term from single excitations owing to the fact that the HF 

wave function is stationary with respect to single-orbital rotations (Brillouin’s theorem).  

At third order we have three terms arising from double excitations. At higher order the 

number of terms explosively increases, and the only practical way to keep track of them is by 

means of Feynman diagrams, an algebraic technique beyond the scope of this thesis. We will 

just point out a few results.14 

At fourth order a large number of terms emerge, not only from double excitations but 

also from single excitations (the leading T1 term), from disconnected quadruple excitations (the 

leading T22/2 term), and from connected triple excitations (the leading T3 term). A large number 

of additional terms arise in fifth order, including the leading T1T2 and T4 terms.  

For systems that have more than one dominant configuration, the denominators 

involving those excitations will be very small, hence the wave function contributions very large, 

and convergence of the perturbation theoretical series with increasing orders will be erratic if it 

converges at all. But even for systems that are dominated by a single reference configuration, 

convergence may be oscillatory, and MBPT is rarely used on its own for thermochemical 
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purposes. One class of exceptions are weakly interacting species, where MP2 often yields quite 

good results. 

Hobza and coworkers observed that, while MP2 often overbinds, MP3 usually 

overcorrects, and proposed using the average of MP2 and MP3 (which they termed “MP2.5”). 

This approximation in fact works remarkably well.17 

Finally a remark is due on spin-component scaled MP2 (SCS-MP2). In this approach,18 

the same-spin and opposite-spin components of the MP2 energy are multiplied by scaling 

factors adjusted to reproduce some higher-level result. As MP2 can typically be carried out at 

much lower cost (and with much less steep cost scaling) than any other wavefunction ab initio 

method, such approaches do bring larger systems within reach, especially if a density fitting 

approximation is used. 

2.6 CCSD (T), the “Gold Standard” of Quantum Chemistry 

CCSD tends to yield results close to exact for the dissociation energies of single bonds. 

For those of multiple bonds, however, connected triple excitations turn out to be very 

important. One could carry out calculations at the CCSDT level:19 unfortunately, while the 

asymptotic CPU time scaling of CCSD will be ∝n2N4niter (with n and N the numbers of electrons 

and basis functions, respectively, and niter  the number of iterations required to achieve 

convergence) that of CCSDT will be ∝n3N5 niter , and of CCSDTQ even ∝n4N6 niter. As the number 

of basis functions scales linearly with the size of the system, this implies an octic (!) dependence 

on the system size for CCSDT. Clearly, a computationally less extortionate example needs to be 

sought. 
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The leading T3 correction in MP4 (a.k.a. MBPT-4) requires “only” ∝n3N4 operations, and 

that only once. Urban et al.20 first combined this term perturbationally with the CCSD energy: 

then it occurred to them that, if they replaced the first-order wave function by the converged 

CCSD amplitudes, that they would implicitly be adding subsets of the fifth-order, sixth-order, … 

terms. This led to the CCSD+T(CCSD) method. Raghavachari et al.21 then proposed adding in the 

leading 5th-order disconnected triples term as well, leading to the CCSD(T) method. 

Studies of thermochemistry near the basis set full CI limit have shown22 that CCSD(T) in 

fact is typically closer to Nature than full CCSDT, thanks to an error compensation between 

neglect higher-order T3 terms (which almost universally decrease atomization energies) and 

complete neglect of T4 terms (which universally increase atomization energies).  

2.7 Explicitly Correlated Methods 

Basis set convergence of correlated ab initio methods is notoriously slow due to the 

absence of explicit interelectronic distances rij in the wave function: through three different 

approaches (the principal expansion,23 the partial-wave expansion,24,25,26  and the natural 

orbital expansion27) it can be shown that the correlation energy converges roughly as ∝1/L3, 

with L the maximum angular momentum present in the basis set. 

Much faster convergence can be achieved (as fast, indeed,26 as ∝1/L7) by including in the 

reference wave function terms that involve explicit interelectronic distances: 

(2.65) 

The most commonly used geminal J(i,j) nowadays is the F12 function (a.k.a., Slater-type 

geminal):28 
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(2.66) 

where the geminal exponent (or Slater parameter) γ is typically fixed at a value appropriate for 

the orbital basis set. In Chapter 6, MP2-F12, CCSD-F12b, and approximate CCSD(T)-F12 

calculations have been carried out by J. M. L. Martin for the purpose of establishing basis set 

limit energies. The details of these methods are beyond the scope of the present thesis: for 

reviews see Refs.29,30 
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CHAPTER 3 

DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY 

In density functional theory, the computational problem is reformulated in terms of the 

electron density rather than the n-particle wave function. As the density, regardless of the 

number of electron, depends on just 3 spatial coordinates, this offers a much more 

computationally affordable route. Indeed, DFT has become a commonly used tool of both 

molecular and solid state modeling. For in-depth treatments, see the books by Parr and Yang1 

or by Koch and Holthausen.2 

3.1 The Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem 

Effectively this theorem3 states that the external potential and the energy of the system 

are unique functionals of the electron density.  

(3.1) 

(In this equation, F is the sum of kinetic energy and Coulomb repulsion.) The proof is by 

contradiction. Assume that there were two external potentials 1v (r) and v2 (r) that gave the 

same density ρ. These would have two associated Hamiltonians H1 and H2, each with their 

associated wavefunctions 1ψ  and 2ψ , 1 1 1E IHI I=< ψ ψ > , by plugging in 2ψ instead of 1ψ then 

according to the variational principle the energy obtained should lie above 1E , so  

. Rearranging this, we get the following 

(3.2) 

That is, 
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(3.3) 

But with the indices reversed, we would have obtained 

(3.4) 

Adding these two equations up, we arrive at a contradiction: 

(3.5) 

What the (first) Hohenberg-Kohn theorem means, in plain English, is that if you know a 

molecule’s electron density as a function of space, you know everything about it. That even 

includes the atomic positions — which will show up as cusps in the electron density — and the 

atomic numbers — which can be derived from the slope of the electron density near the nuclei. 

So even the molecular geometry is redundant information if you have the density! 

The Second Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem, given here without proof, in addition states that 

given the external potential Vext(r), the ground-state electronic density is the one that 

minimizes the functional  

(3.6) 

3.2 The Kohn-Sham Equations 

So now we know that there is a functional of the density which would yield the exact 

ground state energy for the exact density, and we know that it will minimize eq. (3.6).  

Imagine N noninteracting Fermion-like particles with the same properties as electrons except 

for zero charge. Now imagine they were subject to a very special external potential Vs such that 

the density ρ were the same as for the real system ρ0.  
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We would have the energy 

(3.7) 

Note that Ts does depend (implicitly) on the density. Now consider the real system 

(3.8) 

We rewrite the Coulomb energy in terms of the density: 

(3.9) 

Now we substitute Ts and regroup terms: 

(3.10) 

We will gather the last three terms as the exchange-correlation functional: 

(3.11) 

Leaving us finally with 

(3.12) 

A procedure very analogous to the derivation of the Hartree-Fock equations finally leads to a 

set of coupled 1-particle equations: 

(3.13) 

in which the exchange-correlation potential is defined as the functional derivative of the 

exchange-correlation functional with respect to the density, 

Indeed, for the special case of Exc being the exchange operator with no correlation at all 

added, the Kohn-Sham equations reduce to the Hartree-Fock equations. 
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So by avoiding the n-particle wavefunction and focusing on the density instead, we 

could in principle obtain an exact solution at a computational cost that goes up no faster with 

the size of the system than Hartree-Fock? Yes, if only… we knew the form of the exact 

exchange-correlation functional Exc, which is unknown and possibly unknowable. Different “DFT 

functionals” (a.k.a., exchange-correlation functionals) correspond to different physical models 

or ‘educated guesses’ for this Exc.  

3.3 The “Jacob’s Ladder” of DFT 

Despite their immense computational cost, wavefunction ab initio methods have one 

fundamental advantage over DFT, namely that a clear “road map” to the exact solution exists, 

thus permitting incremental improvement. No comparable path exists in density functional 

theory. Perdew and Schmidt4 have, however, attempted to introduce an organizing principle in 

the guise of the “Jacob’s Ladder”, which ascends from the Earth of Hartree theory to the 

Heaven of chemical accuracy. Every rung on the ladder represents one major type of 

information being included into the XC functional. 

• Rung 1: the local density approximation (LDA). Here only the electron density as a

function of space, ρ(r),is used: physically, LDA would be an exact solution for a uniform electron 

gas. For the exchange part, Slater5 derived the exact solution; for the correlation part, various 

parametric functions6,7,8 have been fitted to quantum Monte Carlo simulations of a uniform 

electron gas at different densities. Compared to more accurate functionals, LDA tends to have, 

in absolute value, exchange energies that are too small and correlation energies that are much 

too large. A degree of error compensation exists in the total energy.  
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As clearly a solid is much closer to a uniform electron gas than a molecule, LDA has 

been used with some success in solid-state physics. However, for molecules it tends to lead to 

severely exaggerated binding energies, as the errors in the correlation energy become 

amplified in them. 

• Rung 2: the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). Here the gradient of the

electron density (or, for reasons of convenience, the dimensionless reduced density gradient 

 is introduced as an additional variable. While this does cause considerably improved 

performance for solids, chemical properties benefit much more, and GGAs led to the first wave 

of DFT adoption by chemists. Examples of GGA functionals are BP86 (Becke88 exchange9 with 

Perdew86 correlation10), BLYP (Becke88 exchange with Lee-Yang-Parr correlation11), PBE 

(Perdew-Becke-Ernzerhof12), and the like.  

• Rung 3: the meta-generalized gradient approximation (mGGA). Here the Laplacian of

the density (or, containing equivalent information, the kinetic energy density) is introduced. 

While some improvements over GGAs are seen, there is no ‘quantum leap’ in performance for 

most properties. TPSS (Tao-Perdew-Staroverov-Scuseria13) is one fairly commonly used meta-

GGA. 

• Rung 4: occupied-orbital-dependent functionals, of which hybrid functionals are the

most widely used subclass. (More general approaches are reviewed by Kronik and Kümmel.14) 

In hybrid functionals, the exchange functional is a linear combination of a (meta)GGA exchange 

functional and the Hartree-Fock exchange term, evaluated for the Kohn-Sham orbitals (“exact 

exchange”). Becke, in 1993, first discovered15 that BHLYP (“Becke half-and-half LYP”, in which 

the exchange part is a 50:50 mixture of Becke88 and exact exchange) leads to much improved 
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results for molecules. Shortly afterwards, he found16 that a mixture involving 20% exact 

exchange yields even better performance, and the resulting B3LYP functional is probably the 

most widely used DFT functional of all time. 

In his original paper, Becke justified the hybrid itself by an adiabatic connection17 

argument, but his ultimate choice was an empirical parametrization based on a small database 

of reference atomization energies: Perdew et al.18 tried to formulate a more rigorous, 

nonempirical argument based on perturbation theory and arrived at ¼ (i.e., 25%) exact 

exchange as a “nonempirical” choice. In combination with the PBE functional, this led to the 

PBE0 hybrid,19 which is probably the second most widely used hybrid after B3LYP. 

In 1996, Durant20 serendipitously found that for barrier heights, BHLYP yields much 

better results than B3LYP, and indeed, typical “general purpose” hybrids yield barriers for main-

group chemical reactions that are much too low. By using meta-GGAs with many adjustable 

parameters and fitting them to large datasets of experimental and ab initio thermochemical 

and kinetical data, Boese and Martin (BMK21) and Zhao and Truhlar (M06,22 M06-2X) arrived at 

functionals that offer good performance for both thermochemistry and thermochemical 

kinetics.  

• On the fifth rung, also virtual (unoccupied) orbitals are included. One special case of

this are double hybrids,23 in which not only is the exchange functional a blend of (meta)GGA 

and “exact” exchange, but the correlation functional is a mixture of (meta)GGA correlation and 

of an MP2-like correlation energy evaluated in a basis of Kohn-Sham orbitals.24  

In a sense, such methods can be considered as “straddling the fence” between ab initio 

and DFT methods. 
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Studies have shown that such functionals can reach an accuracy approaching that of 

composite ab initio methods: the considerable computational expense of the MP2 term (at 

least with codes like GAUSSIAN,25 that do not permit density fitting in the MP2 part) does form 

an obstacle to their application to larger molecules.  

A brief remark is due on the design principles behind DFT functionals. Basically there are two 

schools of DFT functional development. 

In the “nonempirical” or “physical” school, the starting points are various boundary 

conditions that can be shown must be obeyed by the exact exchange-correlation functional. 

These include but are not limited to: the uniform electron gas limits for exchange and 

correlation, the exact second-order gradient expansion of the exchange functional, the Lieb-

Oxford bound, and so forth. The functional designer tries to come up with the simplest 

functional form that will satisfy as many of these conditions as possible, ideally with no 

adjustable empirical parameters, otherwise with the barest minimum number of them. The 

latter, if any, will be adjusted to a small number of very well-defined systems (e.g. the exact 

exchange or correlation energies of rare gas atoms). PBE, B88x, B95c, TPSS, … are all examples 

of “physical school” functionals. 

In contrast, the “empirical” or “chemical” school tends to favor very flexible functional 

forms, with numbers of adjustable parameters that can vary from a few to several dozen. These 

are then adjusted to a fairly large number of thermochemical data points (typically atomization 

energies, but also barrier heights and weak interaction energies) obtained from experiment or 

high-level ab initio calculations. Some functionals try to combine both approaches, in that they 

have many adjustable parameters but also obey, e.g., the uniform electron gas limit. 
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3.4 Double-Hybrid DFT Functionals 

These are special cases of fifth-rung functionals, that is, the exchange-correlation 

functional includes information from the unoccupied orbitals. 

In ordinary hybrid functionals (which are located on the fourth rung), the the exchange 

functional a mixture of (meta)GGA exchange and “exact” Hartree-Fock like exchange evaluated 

by plugging the Kohn-Sham orbitals into the exchange operator. In double hybrids, additionally 

the correlation functional is a linear combination of (meta)GGA correlation and an MP2-like 

correlation energy evaluated in the basis of the Kohn-Sham orbitals. While the original idea of 

doing perturbation theory in a basis of Kohn-Sham orbitals is due to Görling and Levy,24 the first 

practical implementation was the B2PLYP functional of Grimme.23 Operationally, these are the 

steps in an ordinary double hybrid calculation: 

• The Kohn-Sham equations are solved for an exchange-correlation functional

consisting of %HF exact exchange and (100%-%HF) (meta)GGA exchange, combined

with (100%–%MP2) (meta)GGA correlation.

• The MP2-like term is evaluated in the basis of the converged KS orbitals

• The MP2-like energy is scaled by %MP2 and added to the KS energy

Grimme’s original B2PLYP used B88 exchange and LYP correlation with 53% HF-like exchange 

and 27% MP2-like correlation. This parametrization has some disadvantages for barrier heights: 

Karton et al.26 found that this problem (and a number of others) could be remedied by using 

65% HF-like exchange and 36% MP2-like correlation, and a D2-like dispersion term (see Section 

5.3 below) with s6=0.40 instead. 
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Initially, it appeared that the LYP correlation functional was essential. Upon allowing 

different coefficients for the same-spin and opposite-spin MP2 parts, this restriction was 

however found to fall away: a large number of XC functional combinations — even as simple as 

SVWN! — then yield quite good accuracy.27 It was also found that the same-spin MP2 part and 

the dispersion correction are strongly coupled to each other. 
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CHAPTER 4 

BASIS SETS 

4.1 Rationale behind Gaussian Basis Sets 

In principle, at least the Hartree-Fock and Kohn-Sham equations could be solved purely 

numerically, with the orbitals represented as numerical function values on a grid. This is the 

approach that is taken in, e.g., the PARSEC program system.1  

However, in practice, the vast majority of DFT calculations, and essentially all correlated ab 

initio calculations, are carried out within finite basis sets. For solid-state calculations (or other 

calculations on periodic lattices), plane waves are nearly universally used. For atomic and 

molecular calculations, the following three types of basis functions are in use: 

• Numerical atomic orbitals (e.g., in DMol2 and in FHI-AIMS3)

• Slater-type orbitals (e.g., in ADF4)

• Gaussian-type orbitals (essentially everybody else)

For hydrogen-like atoms (H, He+, Li2+,…) , the exact solutions can be written as a product of 

radial and angular parts.  

(4.1) 

where Z is the atomic numbers n, l, and m have their conventional meanings of principal, 

angular, and magnetic quantum numbers, Ln-l-m2l+1 is an associated Laguerre function, and the 

Ylm are the familiar spherical harmonics.  

In spherical atoms (closed-shell or spherically symmetrized open-shell), factorization of 

the HF orbitals in radial and angular parts is still possible. Slater5 first proposed expanding the 
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radial part in a form inspired by the hydrogen-like case, a form now universally referred to as 

Slater-type orbitals (STOs):   

(4.2) 

where N is a normalization constant, n is the principal quantum number, and the exponent ζ 

(zeta) is an adjustable parameter.  

Later researchers found that much better results could be obtained by using not just 

one Slater function per occupied nl-shell (a “minimal basis set”) but two functions with 

different exponents (a “double-zeta basis set”) or even three (“triple-zeta”). 

STOs are very suitable for atomic calculations as they are very similar in shape to the true HF 

orbitals: unfortunately, the calculation of four-center, two-electron repulsion integrals over 

Slater functions is an extremely complex and CPU-inefficient business. In DFT codes with 

(m)GGA functionals, this is not an issue, and hence a code like ADF uses STOs to this day. In 

wavefunction ab initio calculations, this is however a major impediment. 

In order to circumvent this problem, Samuel F. Boys6 first proposed Gaussian-type 

orbitals (GTOs) of the form 

(4.3) 

These benefit from the so-called Gaussian Product Theorem: namely that the product of two 

Gaussians at different positions is itself a linear combination of Gaussians centered around a 

point at the line connecting them. Thus, 4-center integrals can be reduced to 2-center and 

indeed to 1-center integrals.7 
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Needless to say, GTOs have a very different behavior from Slater functions near the 

nucleus (where they lack the ‘cusp’ of STOs and the actual orbitals) and in the wavefunction tail 

(where they decay much too rapidly). Initially, therefore, Huzinaga8 suggested replacing STOs 

by linear combinations of Gaussians fitted to STOs: typically, when at least 3 Gaussians are used 

(an STO-3G basis set9), the differences from STOs for energies and other properties were 

tolerably small by the standards of the day.  Even with 81 times more integrals to be evaluated, 

this still was much faster than STO integration. 

However, it was quickly discovered that energies much closer to the basis set limit could 

be obtained (or, alternatively, results of the same quality could be obtained with less GTOs) by 

treating the same number of Gaussians as independent basis functions rather than as fit 

functions to an STO form.  

In addition, it was discovered that the basis set could be made still more compact (and 

the required integral storage space dramatically reduced — which was quite important in an 

era where storage media had their capacity expressed in KB rather than GB or even TB!) by 

combining some of the Gaussians in fixed linear combinations (contracted GTOs). Typically, 

contractions are obtained from the inner parts of atomic SCF orbitals. 

If each contraction uses separate sets of primitives, this is called a segmented 

contraction; if all primitives of a given angular momentum can contribute to all contractions of 

that angular momentum, this is called a general contraction. 

In an atomic SCF calculation with proper account for symmetry, only basis functions of 

the same angular momenta as the occupied orbitals are required to reach the Hartree-Fock 

limit. Higher angular momenta are however required both in correlated calculations on atoms 
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and in any type of calculations on molecules. After these roles, they are known as both angular 

correlation functions or (more commonly) as polarization functions.  

In anions, wave functions extend too far in space to be well described by typical basis 

sets optimized for neutral species. Typically, this is accommodated by adding one low-exponent 

‘diffuse function’ of each occupied angular momentum, or even of all angular momenta present 

in the basis set. Such functions were quickly found to also greatly speed up basis set 

convergence in compounds of highly electronegative elements (such as O, F, and Cl). Typically, 

exponents are optimized in calculations on the atomic anions. 

4.2 Basis Sets Used in the Present Work 

In the present work, we have used the following families of basis sets: 

(1) The Pople basis sets,10 which are small, segmented contractions optimized at the HF 

or MP2 level. They were only employed for comparison, as they are still in common use despite 

being arguably obsolete. 

(2) The correlation consistent basis sets of Dunning and coworkers.11 These are 

optimized in atomic CI calculations: for a cc-pVnZ basis set, the valence orbitals will be 

represented by n independent functions each (typically, one contracted and the n-1 outermost 

primitives loose), then all functions of higher angular momenta that add equal or greater 

amounts to the correlation energy as the last valence function are added. These basis sets yield 

a balanced description of radial and angular correlation: variants have been developed for 

anions and electronegative elements12 (aug-cc-pVnZ), for core-valence correlation13 (cc-pCVnZ 
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and cc-pwCVnZ), and other situations. The (aug-)cc-pVnZ series (n=D,T,Q,5,…) forms a 

convergent hierarchy that offers a path for approaching the basis set limit. 

(3) The polarization consistent basis sets of Jensen.14 Basis set convergence of atomic 

DFT calculations is quite fast, but calculations on molecules require not just radial flexibility (to 

accommodate bonding) but angular flexibility (to accommodate polarization of an atom in the 

molecular environment). The pc-n basis sets (n=0,1,2,3,4) were optimized along similar 

principles as the correlation consistent ones, but in molecular DFT calculations rather than 

atomic CIs. Aug-pc-n basis sets15 (with an added layer of diffuse functions) also are available. 

(4) The Weigend-Ahlrichs basis sets16 aim to be suitable, to some degree, for both ab 

initio and DFT calculations, unlike the cc-pVnZ basis sets which are generally inefficient in DFT 

calculations, and the pc-n basis sets which are generally unsuitable for wavefunction ab initio 

calculations. They exist in the hierarchy def2-SVP (comparable to pc-1 or cc-pVDZ), def2-TZVPP 

(comparable to pc-2 or cc-pVTZ) and def2-QZVP (comparable to pc-3 or cc-pVQZ). 
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CHAPTER 5 

WEAK MOLECULAR INTERACTIONS 

5.1 Introduction and Definition 

Weak molecular interactions are forces that exist between stable molecules 

(“intermolecular forces”), or between different moieties of the same molecule (e.g., 

intramolecular hydrogen bonds). They are one to three orders of magnitude weaker than 

typical chemical bonds, and occur at distances longer than covalent bonds (typically by about a 

factor 2-3). They play an essential role in the structure of liquids, in crystal structure, 

supramolecular chemistry, and especially in molecular biology. In the latter, they account for 

structural phenomena as fundamental as the DNA double helix and protein folding, but also the 

formation of lipid bilayers, micelles, and liposomes. Molecular recognition, of which drug-

receptor interactions are a special case, are likewise driven by weak interactions. 

Many types of such interactions exist, which can be classified by their dominant 

electrostatic interaction.  Table 5.1 shows the distance dependence of the most common such 

interactions:1 

Table 5.1. Distance dependence of common interactions 

Point charge 
(monopole) 

Dipole Quadrupole Induced dipole 

Point charge 
(monopole) 

1/R 1/R2 1/R3 
cation-pi 

1/R4 

Dipole 1/R3 1/R4 1/R6 
Quadrupole 1/R5 

pi stacking 
Induced dipole 1/R6 

dispersion 
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Note that the monopole-dipole and dipole-dipole interactions in this table refer to 

molecular dipoles in fixed orientation (e.g., HCl…HCl). Hydrogen bonds do have aspects of 

strong dipole-dipole (e.g. HF…HF) or monopole-dipole (e.g., F–…H2O)2 interactions, but also 

display some features of covalent or coordinative bonding. By the new proposed IUPAC 

definition,3 “The hydrogen bond is an attractive interaction between a hydrogen atom from a 

molecule or a molecular fragment X–H in which X is more electronegative than H, and an atom 

or a group of atoms in the same or a different molecule, in which there is evidence of bond 

formation.” Point charge-quadrupole interactions occur between a charged particle and a 

molecule with a strong permanent quadrupole moment. Cation-pi interactions are an 

important example in chemical biology. 

Classically,  van der Waals forces are subdivided into three subtypes, which notably all 

have a leading 1/R6 distance dependence. Keesom forces  exist between dipoles in nonfixed 

orientations that follow a Boltzmann distribution. It can be shown that the potential energy 

between them is 2μA2μB2/3kTR6, where mA and mB are the two dipole moments involved, k is 

the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature. Debye forces (or dipole-induced dipole forces) 

exist, e.g., in a system like Ar…HCl, where the HCl dipole induces charge polarization (and thus a 

nonpermanent dipole) in Ar. Last but definitely not least, dispersion forces (a.k.a. London 

forces) exist between two apolar, but polarizable entities.  

The paradigmatic example of a dispersion force is the interaction between two rare gas 

atoms, but dispersion also plays a major role in various other weak interactions, such as 

between aliphatic chains, and is a minor component of other weak interactions as well (e.g., 

hydrogen bonds). 
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Dispersion forces are a quantum mechanical phenomenon, and in fact, to be precise, a 

dynamical correlation phenomenon: in a perturbation theory expansion, the leading term 

emerges at 2nd order, resulting primarily from simultaneous single excitations on both 

monomers. London4 originally obtained, for the dispersion interaction between two neutral 

atoms A and B, the leading term: 

(5.1) 

where αA and αB are the polarizabilities and IA and IB the ionization potentials of atoms A and B, 

respectively. Higher-order terms result in R–8, R–10,… contributions. 

Let us consider the paradigmatic dispersion-bound system: rare gas dimers. No other 

attractive forces are involved here except dispersion. As the atoms come closer together, 

eventually atomic closed shells start interpenetrating and a steep repulsive well arises, with a 

very steep dependence on R. For computational convenience, Lennard-Jones approximated the 

repulsion as being proportional to R–12, leading to the Lennard-Jones potential:5 

(5.2) 

where rm is the equilibrium energy distance (by definition, the sum of the van der Waals 

distances) and ε is the depth of the potential well at equilibrium 

Another variant is the Buckingham potential or exp-6 potential:6 

(5.3) 

Such potentials are routinely used as added terms in molecular mechanics force fields (see, e.g., 

the original AMBER reference7). 
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5.2 The Trouble with Density Functional Theory 

Correlated wavefunction ab initio methods generally can treat dispersion quite well. 

However, their application to problems of interest in molecular biology and pharmaceutics 

quickly becomes prohibitive in computational cost. 

Density functional methods still remain computationally fairly affordable for such applications, 

but they perform very poorly for dispersion (and to a lesser extent for other weak interactions). 

GGA and mGGA correlation functionals are “semilocal” in character: that is, they try to 

describe correlation in terms of the density expansion near a given point in space. Dispersion 

forces between argon atoms at 3.76Å (the equilibrium distance of Ar2) would seem to be a very 

different scenario. And indeed, the potential curves of He2, Ne2, and Ar2 calculated at, say, the 

PBE level with near-KS limit basis sets are purely repulsive, while Kr2 has a spurious attractive 

part at an unrealistically long distance (around 8 Å) with a likewise unrealistic well depth.8 

Double-hybrid functionals, in which a nonlocal MP2-like term is mixed in with the 

correlation energy, suffer less from this problem, but are also much costlier. 

5.3 Empirical Dispersion Corrections 

One workaround would be to simply add the missing dispersion terms to the potential. 

At its simplest, one could add the attractive part of the Lennard-Jones potential: 

(5.4) 
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where the Rij are interatomic distances and C6,ij are dispersion coefficients, where usually the 

approximation  is applied, where C6,ii is the dispersion coefficient of atom i 

which only depends on its atomic number Zi.  Clearly, this term should not be there anymore 

when Rij approaches the covalent bond distance between atoms i and j, and thus a damping 

function fdamp(Rij) is introduced, which should reach unity for large R but taper off to zero at 

small R.  

One common choice is the Fermi-type function originally proposed by Wu and Yang9  

(5.5) 

where R°ij stands for the van der Waals distance between atoms i and j, β is a parameter that 

determines the rapidity of the cutoff (approaching a step function for very large β) and s6,R is a 

length scale parameter that determined the midpoint of the transition as a multiple of R°ij.   

Another common damping function was proposed by Chai and Head-Gordon:10 

(5.6) 

where a and α are adjustable parameters. 

Becke and Johnson considered Grimme originally proposed a dispersion correction 

The simplest dispersion correction we considered is the “D2” correction of Grimme:11 
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(5.7) 

with the damping function parameters s6,R=1 and β=20, the R°ij are approximated as (R°ii+R°jj)/2 

and s6 is a single adjustable parameter which is optimized for each functional. For the 

optimization, Grimme used the S22 set of Hobza and coworkers,12 which consists of 22 weakly 

interacting dimers ranging in size from the water and methane dimers to the AT and UU nucleic 

acid dimers (in both Watson-Crick and stacked configurations), and including complexes ranging 

in character from hydrogen-bonded over pi-stacked to purely dispersive. Reference data were 

high-level ab initio calculations reported in the original S22 paper: the single s6 parameter was 

determined by minimizing the RMSD of DFT+D vs. Reference dissociation energies for the 22 

complexes. Example parameters are s6=1.05 for B3LYP, s6=0.75 for PBE, and s6=1.0 for TPSS; 

parameters for many additional functionals were reported by Karton et al.13 

The use of a purely linear parameter s6 makes fitting very straightforward (as the dispersion 

corrections need only be evaluated once for each structure) but does mean that the correction 

will not have the proper behavior in the long-distance limit unless s6=1 (which is fortuitously 

the case for TPSS). Hobza and coworkers14 considered instead keeping s6=1 and using s6,R as 

an adjustable parameter (plus a few more subtle differences from Grimme). 

Aside from the improper asymptotic behavior, two main weaknesses can be identified in 

the D2 correction: complete insensitivity of the dispersion coefficients to the molecular 

environment and the fact that only an R–6 term is present, while an R–8 term may become 

important at intermediate distances. These concerns were addressed in Grimme’s DFT-D3 

correction:15 here atomic parameters are generated that cover all elements H-Pu in different 
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valence states, and are interpolated between valence states based on the connectivity of the 

atom. The CHG damping function is used, s6 is fixed at 1.0, and a term in R–8 is added. two 

parameters are adjusted for each functional: a length scaling parameter s6,R and the prefactor s8 

for the 8th-order term. 

Owing perhaps to the shape of the Chai–Head-Gordon damping function, D3 corrections 

tend to contain unrealistically high contributions from the R–8 term. Grimme later replaced just 

the damping function by one inspired by the dispersion models of Becke and Johnson:16  

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

This led to the D3BJ correction17 in which s6=1 for ordinary DFT functionals and s8, a1, and a2 

are adjustable parameters. Unlike the other damping functions, D3BJ goes to a finite value in 

the small-R limit, but in practice this was found not to be a problem. D3BJ typically works well 

where D3 does, but does not display some of the latter’s anomalous behavior. 

A remark is due concerning double hybrids. These already account at least partially for 

dispersion, and double-counting is not desirable. For D2, s6 can simply be adjusted: for D3 and 

D3BJ, it must be either fixed to some sensible value (such as one minus the admixture 

coefficient for the MP2-like part, 1-cMP2), or otherwise parametrized. Grimme and coworkers 

set s6 by fitting to the dispersion energy of Ne2, Ar2, and Kr2 at long distance (where pure R–6 

dispersion behavior can be expected), while Kozuch et al.18 , in their work on spin-component-

scaled double hybrids, use s6 as an outright adjustable parameter optimized together with the 

functional. 
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5.4 Other Approaches 

As well as empirical dispersion corrections work, they are vulnerable to the criticism 

that they introduce molecular mechanics “contamination” into quantum chemistry. 

Alternatives have been sought, which have been reviewed by Grimme8 and by Klimes and 

Michaelides.19  

One approach has been to use heavily parametrized forms for the exchange-correlation 

functional and include weakly interacting systems in the parametrization set with a large weight. 

This is the approach followed e.g. by Boese and Handy20 and by the Truhlar group (e.g., in the 

M06 family21 of functionals). However, no semilocal functional in existence can reproduce the 

correct R–6 asymptotic behavior, and the adjustments may cause other anomalies in the 

functional.  More fundamentally, one merely trades the “evils” of molecular mechanics for 

those of semiempirical MO theory. 

Other approaches do use a “molecular mechanics” type correction, but instead of using 

tabulated atomic dispersion parameters, extract them from the computed molecular density. 22 

A more fundamental approach is the calculation of nonlocal dispersion functionals such as the 

Vydrov-Van Voorhis model.23 

Klimeš and Michaelides19 attempted to introduce a hierarchy of dispersion models 

which they termed the “Stairway to Heaven” (by analogy to the “Jacob’s Ladder” of DFT 

functionals). At step zero, aside from pseudopotential approaches,24 one finds implicit 

treatment by parametrization of the semilocal functional. As step one, they classify simple D2-

type corrections where atomic parameters are static. As step two, they classify methods where 

the atomic parameters are dependent to greater or lesser degree on the chemical environment, 
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ranging from interpolation between dispersion parameters for different valence states (such as 

in D3 and D3BJ) to the more elaborate Tkatchenko-Scheffler22 and Becke-Johnson16 models. At 

step three, one finds long-range or “nonlocal” functionals such as Vydrov-Van Voorhis, 

vdwDF,25 and vdw-DF2;26 higher steps would consider three-body terms and/or explicit long-

range correlation by perturbation theory (such as the double hybrids considered in the present 

work) or the random phase approximation (RPA).27 A full rigorous ab initio treatment would 

presumably correspond to Heaven. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE MELATONIN CONFORMER SPACE: BENCHMARK AND ASSESMENT OF WAVEFUNCTION AND 

DFT METHODS FOR Α PARADIGMATIC BIOLOGICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL MOLECULE# 

6.1 Introduction 

Conformational equilibria would naively seem to be a very easy target for quantum 

mechanical calculations. In fact, it has been known for some time1 that density functional 

methods, in particular, perform well below their usual par for conformer equilibria even in 

alkane chains. In a recent benchmark study on the conformers of the n-alkanes,2 we highlighted 

the great importance of dispersion in conformer equilibria: Schleyer3 may have been the first to 

hint at this. 

As DFT (at least up to the fourth rung of Jacob’s Ladder4) involves short-range 

correlation functionals, it tends to perform very poorly for dispersion unless empirical 

dispersion corrections (see ref 5 for review) are added.  

In molecules with strong internal hydrogen bonds (such as, for instance, certain 

carbohydrates 6), these strongly affect the gas-phase structure (and thus, presumably, may do 

the same to conformational equilibria). Because electrostatic and charge-transfer terms 

dominate strong hydrogen bonds (with dispersion being of subsidiary importance 7), one might 

expect such systems to be relatively tolerant of poor dispersion descriptions.  

Weak internal hydrogen bonds 8 of the C–H…X type are a murkier situation, in that no 

# This entire chapter has been reproduced from [Fogueri, U. R.; Kozuch, S.; Karton, A.; Martin, J.M.L . 
“The Melatonin Conformer Space: Benchmark and Assessment of Wavefunction and DFT Methods for a 
Paradigmatic Biological and Pharmacological Molecule,”J.Phys.Chem. A 2013, 117 ,2269-2277] with 
permission for electronic and print publication in thesis and dissertation from the  American Chemical 
Society (ACS) to Uma R. Fogueri 
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clear primacy of electrostatic or dispersion terms can be assumed. In the present work, we 

consider a biologically important molecule ( melatonin, a.k.a., N-acetyl-5-methoxytryptamine, 

IUPAC name N-[2-(5-methoxy-1H-indol-3-yl)ethyl]acetamide) where Caromatic–H…X contacts play 

a significant role in the conformer equilibrium (Figure 6.1).This interaction has aspects of both a 

weak hydrogen bond and of a quadrupole-dipole aromatic –amide interaction.9 

 The presence of melatonin hormone, a metabolite of the essential dietary amino acid 

tryptophan, in living organisms can be traced back to ancient photosynthetic procaryotes.10 

Having being called “Nature’s most versatile biological signal”, 11 it has a bewildering array of 

biochemical functions (and potential therapeutic applications): The two most important ones 

are as “a broad-spectrum cellular antioxidant and free radical scavenger” 12 and (this is one best 

known to frequent air travelers and shift workers) as a regulator of circadian rhythm in animals, 

including Homo sapiens.13 It has even shown some promise as an ancillary treatment for 

Alzheimer’s disease.14  

Figure 6.1. Lowest two conformers of melatonin, aa with conformation x- g+ x+ tp and ac with 
conformation x+ tx+ tp. Note the ARC H OC  contacts. The first four letters of the conformational 
label count away from the ring along the side chain; the fifth refers to the methoxy group. 
p=parallel, g=gauche, x=cross/perpendicular, t=trans, ± are used to indicate the relative ‘sign’ of 
the angle. 
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Tasi and co-workers 15 first carried out an exhaustive search of the conformer space of 

this molecule at the HF/6-31G* level. In a subsequent study, Lovas and co-workers 16

considered the effect of electron correlation at the MP2/6-31G* level and found that not only is 

the energetic profile qualitatively different at HF and MP2 levels, but several local minima 

found at the HF/6-31G* level disappear at the MP2/6-31G* level, while several new ones 

appear. Most strikingly, the global minimum structure changes from conformation x+ tx+ tp (the 

right hand structure in Figure 6.1) x- g+ x+ tp( the left-hand structure there).Needless to say, 

second- order perturbation theory and the double- ζ plus polarization basis set fall quite short 

of the n-particle space and the 1-particle basis set limits, respectively. In our previous study on 

alkane conformers, 2 we showed that the convergence on both axes is considerably slower than 

one might expect: here, one faces the additional complication of internal hydrogen bonds. 

Excessively small basis sets are known to exaggerate hydrogen bond energies due to 

intramolecular basis set superposition error (see, for example, ref 17 and Table 6.6 of ref 6 for 

the example of water dimer). 

In the present work, we shall establish benchmark values for the conformer energy 

spectrum of melatonin and assess the performance of various ab initio and DFT methods for 

the same application. These findings are of interest not only for the sake of melatonin, but 

using the latter molecule as a proxy for what can be expected for the conformer manifolds of 

many biologically and pharmacologically important molecules. 

6.2 Computational Methods 

Most of the density functional calculations were carried out using either an in-house 
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modified version of Gaussian 09 rev.C01 or ORCA 2.9,18,19 while a few were carried out using 

MOLPRO 2010.01.20 All of the wave function ab initio calculations at levels beyond (SCS)MP2, as 

well as all the explicitly correlated calculations , were performed using MOLPRO 

2010.1.Hardware used was either Dell C910 cluster at CASCaM at the University of North Texas 

(for the lion’s share of calculations) or the iBM iDataplex cluster at the Faculty of Chemistry at 

the Weizmann Institute of Science ( for the remainder).Our largest machines, which were 

custom-built for us in Texas, had 256 GB of memory and over 6 TB of local scratch space per 

unit.  

The following wave function-based electron correlation methods were 

considered:HF,MP2,MP3,MP4,CCSD(T),21 SCS-MP2,22 SCS(MI)MP2,23 SCS-MP3,24 SCS-CCSD,25

SCS-(MI)CCSD,26 and MP2.5.27 

The following DFT functionals were considered: on the second rung of the “Jacob’s 

Ladder”,4 BLYP28 and PBE;29 on the third rung, TPSS 30 and M06L;31 on the fourth rung,B3LYP,32,28

PBE0,29,33 M06,34  M06-2X,35 PW6B95,36 TPSSh,30 and TPSS0;37 and on the fifth rung, the double 

hybrid 38 B2GP-PYLP39 and the spin-component scaled DSD-BLYP,40 DSD-PBEP86,41 DSD-PBE,42

and DSD-PBEhB9542 double-hybrids. 

The following three variants of the empirical dispersion correction were considered, 

each representing one step on the “stairway to Heaven” of dispersion treatments proposed by 

Klimes and Michaelides: 43  

• Grimme’s 2006 version, 44 denoted by the suffix “-D” in earlier paper and by suffix “-

D2” in the present work (to distinguish it from the later versions). 

The length-scaling factor sR is set to a fixed value of 1.1, which leaves D2 with only a 
single parameter s6 for every level of theory. It is obtained by linear least squares 
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minimization of the error over a set of well-known weak interaction energies, generally 
the S22 benchmark set of Hobza and co workers.45

• Grimme’s 2010 version, 46 which includes r-8 terms as well as connectivity-dependent

atomic parameters, but sets s6 = 1.0 (to ensure proper asymptotic behavior) and has two 

parameters: the overall r-8 admixture coefficient s8 and the length scaling sR. Unlike “-D2”, 

published parameters for DFT-D3 cover the elements H-Pu, including the transition metals. In a 

minor modification,47 the cutoff function was replaced by one inspired by Becke and Johnson,48

hence the notation D3BJ. 

• In addition to these “static” corrections (which use no wavefunction or density

information, only the nuclear positions, which of necessity limits their flexibility in adapting to 

changing chemical environments), the Vydrov-van Voorhis (VV10)49 “nonlocal” correction was 

considered, which does not rely on atomic dispersion parameters at all but instead employs a 

local response model that extracts all required information (except for a single short-range 

damping parameter) from the molecular electron density. These calculations were carried out 

using the implementation in ORCA 2.9.18  

The following basis sets were considered: (a) correlation consistent basis sets, both in 

their regular 50 cc-pVnZ and (diffuse function-) augmented 51 aug-cc-pVnZ variants ;(b)the 

Weigend –Ahlrichs def2basis sets ;52 (c)the Pople family 6-31G* and 6-311G** basis sets;53,54 (d) 

Jensen’s polarization –consistent basis sets;55 (e)for the explicitly correlated calculations, the cc-

pVnZ-F12 basis sets 56 and accompanying auxiliary basis sets.57 

Initial geometries were harvested from the MP2/6-31G*structures in the Supporting 

Information of the Lovas et at.16 For the reasons of convenience, we labeled these 102 

structures aa, ab…, dx. Fifty-two of them are unique (the others are stereoisomers) and were 
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taken as the staring points first for the MP2/6-311G** optimizations and then subjected to final 

optimization at the SCS-MP2/cc-pVTZ level. 

To ascertain that all the conformers are local minima at this level, it would have been 

highly desirable to carry out SCS-MP2/cc-pVTZ frequency calculations for all the 52 structures. 

However, this proved to be beyond the available computational resources. We were, however, 

able to carry out SCS-MP2/6-31G* and SCS-MP2/6-311G** geometry optimizations and 

frequency calculations for all 52 structure and found each to be a unique local minimum at both 

levels. While it cannot be entirely ruled out that the situation might be different with cc-pVTZ 

basis sets, we deem this highly improbable. 

The conformations can be characterized, as in ref 16, by five torsion angles, or the 

corresponding conformational labels for them, e.g.,x-g+x+tp and x+tx+tp.(In this notation, 

p=parallel/eclipsed, g=gauche, x=cross/perpendicular ,t=trans and + and – are used to indicate 

the relative sign of torsion angles. The first four labels refer to the backbone angles along the 

ethylacetamide group (counting outward from the indole ring), while the fifth refers to the 5-

methoxy group. If the fifth label is ignored, the conformations can be classified in 16 groups       

(see Table 6.1). 

Table 6.1. Best conformational energies (kcal/mol) for melatonin, as well as conformational 
labels and group assignmenta 

label conf grp best ccCA label conf grp best ccCA 
aa x- g+ x+ tp 1 0.000 0.000 ca x+ g+ x+ pt 9 5.042 5.015 
ac x+ t x+ tp 2 0.593 0.498 cc x+ t x+ pp 11 4.661 4.576 
ae x+ g-x-tt 1 1.873 1.847 ce t g+ t tx- 10 5.651 5.643 
ag x- g- x- tp 3 1.402 1.366 cg x- g+ x-pt 12 5.680 5.656 
ai x- g+ x-tp 4 2.071 2.089 ci x+ t x- pp 13 5.187 5.113 
ak x- g+ x+ pp 5 2.362 2.345 ck x+ g+ x+ px+ 9 6.528 6.586 
am x- x+ x-pp 6 2.678 2.647 cm x+ g+ x+ px- 9 6.542 6.601 
ao x+ g- x+ tt 4 2.802 2.818 co x+ g-x-pt 5 6.076 6.049 
aq x- g- x- tt 3 2.483 2.444 cq t g- t pp 14 5.671 5.599 
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label conf grp best ccCA label conf grp best ccCA 
as x- g -x+ pp 7 2.879 2.866 cs x+ t x+ pt 11 5.845 5.761 
au x+ g- x+ tx+ 4 4.134 4.213 cu x- g+ x-px- 12 7.589 7.647 
aw x+ g -x+ tx- 4 4.325 4.403 cw x+ t x-pt 13 6.207 6.127 
ay x- g –x -tx- 3 3.867 3.911 cy t t x-pp 15 5.960 5.869 
ba x+ t x- tp 8 2.548 2.448 da  x+t x+px+ 11 7.309 7.312 
bc x- g- x- tx+ 3 4.008 4.051 dc x+ tx+ px- 11 7.384 7.386 
be x- g+ x+ px+ 5 5.172 5.234 de t g-t pt 14 6.733 6.652 
bg x- x+ x-px+ 6 5.111 5.158 dg x+tx-px+ 13 7.672 7.676 
bi x+t x+tt 2 3.468 3.359 di x+t x-px- 13 7.724 7.730 
bk x- g- x+ pt 7 3.839 3.824 dk t t t p p 16 6.548 6.445 
bm x+ g+ x+ pp 9 4.081 4.060 dl t g+t px+ 14 8.174 8.183 
bo x+ t x- tt 8 3.412 3.304 dn t g-t px+ 14 8.249 8.258 
bq x- g -x+ px- 7 5.326 5.380 dp t t x-pt 15 7.136 7.036 
bs x- g- x+ px+ 7 5.359 5.422 dr  t t x-px+ 15 8.584 8.579 
bu x- tx+ tx- 8 4.806 4.785 dt t t x-px- 15 8.594 8.589 
bw t g-t tt 10 4.215 4.118 dv t t t pt 16 7.668 7.556 
by x+ tx -tx- 8 4.877 4.857 dw t t t px- 16 9.141 9.125 
aOur best data are CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ(p on H)-MP2/cc-pVTZ(p on H)+MP2-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Initial Basis Set Convergence Study 

Following some initial exploratory calculations, we chose the DSD-PBEP86-D3BJ level for 

a basis set convergence study. Initially, we employed the MP2/6-311G**-optimized geometries. 

The largest conventional basis sets we were able to apply was aug-cc-pVQZ; however, 

the RMS difference over the 52 conformer energies with aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets was still 

0.186kcal/mol, which we did not consider to be an acceptable degree of basis set convergence. 

To better establish a basis set limit, we additionally carried out explicitly correlated  

DSD-PBEP86-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12 calculations using the approach described in ref 58. The same 

calculations, but with smaller cc-pVDZ-F12 basis set, yield conformer energies within just 

0.060kcal/mol RMSD of the cc-pVTZ-F12 results; given the much more rapid basis set 

convergence of explicitly correlated calculations relative to the orbital-based ones, we felt  
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justified in taking cc-pVTZ-F12 data as our reference. RMSDs from that for different basis sets 

are given in Table 6.2. 

It is immediately apparent that the 6-31G* basis set used by Lovas et al. is some 

distance from the basis set limit , where it should be kept in mind that this is still a double- 

hybrid DFT functional, for which basis set convergence is expected to be slower than for a 

“conventional” DFT method but faster than for a wave function ab-initio method like MP2.But 

none of the small basis sets fare well: in fact,6-311G**,def2-SVP,and pc-1 have even worse 

RMSDs of 0.885, 1.068 and 1.300kcal/mol, respectively, and neither does cc-pVDZ (0.709 

kcal/mol) fare well. 

Table 6.2. RMSD (kcal/mol) from DSD-PBEP86-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12conformer energies at the DSD-
PBEP86 level with different basis as well as at the DSD-PBEP86-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 explicitly 
correlated level  

cc-pVDZ cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ aug-cc-pVQZ 
0.709 0.357 0.170 0.064 0.029 
AV{T,Q}Z def2-SVP def2-TZVP def2-TZVPP def2-QZVP 
0.134 1.068 0.258 0.224 0.022 
6-31G* 6-311G** pc-1 pc-2 VDZ-F12 
0.694 0.885 1.300 0.254 0.060 

Fully polarized triple -ζ  basis sets do better, with 0.254 kcal/mol for pc-2 and 

0.258kcal/mol for def2-TZVP, the latter of which is only slightly improved to 0.224kcal/mol with 

the def2-TZVPP basis set. While cc-pVTZ is somewhat disappointing at 0.357kcal/mol, addition 

of diffuse functions cuts the error in half. 

To approach the basis set limit conformer energies with orbital basis sets, we still have 

to go to quadruple-ζ sets, where both the def2-QZVP and aug-cc-pVQZ put in outstanding 

performance at 0.022 and 0.029kcal/mol, respectively. We see some degradation in un- 

augmented cc-pVQZ, with an RMSD of 0.064kcal/mol, which is not surprising, as the cc-pVnZ 
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basis sets were optimized for wavefunction ab-initio correlation , which typically results in 

tighter (less diffuse) exponents than the basis sets optimized for SCF or DFT calculations.  

Of the basis sets that yield the best performance, def2-QZVP is the smallest one and also 

appears to be used by numerous groups (e.g Grimme59) as a kind-of “de-facto basis set limit” in 

DFT evaluations. We have chosen this basis set for evaluating DFT methods in our final 

assessment. 

6.3.2 Reference Data and Assessment of More Approximate Methods 

Seeking a compromise between accuracy and computational cost, and desiring to use 

something at least ab initio-related, we settled for SCS-MP2/cc-pVTZ as the level of theory for 

reference geometry optimizations. Two of the structures, labeled be and bm, required special 

care to avoid collapse of optimization onto other conformers (ak and bk respectively). 

 Large basis set CCSD (T) data would be the most desirable energy reference. However, 

from Table 6.2, it would seem that no orbital basis set smaller than aug-cc-pVQZ would be 

adequate (especially because basis set convergence for a wave function method will be still 

slower than for a double hybrid functional), while the largest orbital basis sets in which we 

were able to obtain actual CCSD (T) data for all 52 conformers turned out to be cc-pVTZ (p on H). 

CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12 would be highly desirable, but such calculations turned out to be 

beyond the limitations of the hardware available to us.MP2/cc-pVTZ-F12 was quite feasible, 

however, and the combination of large basis sets (SCS-)MP2 energetics combined with a 

“CCSD(T)-MP2” correction in a comparatively small basis set was found in the past to be quite 

an effective technique for problems involving weak interactions; witness, for example ,the  S22 
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reference data set of Hobza and co-workers45 as well as very recent studies on the halogen 

bonded complexes 60 and on the tetrapeptide conformers.61  

One of the reviewers inquired about the effect of straight MP2 instead of SCS-MP2 on 

the geometry and the energetics. As a gauge, we reoptimized the two lowest conformers at the 

MP2/cc-pVTZ level starting from SCS-MP2/cc-pVTZ geometries. Suffice to say that, while 

covalent bond distances are not greatly affected, the internal hydrogen bond distances change 

appreciably, from 2.68 Å (aa) and 2.542 Å  (ac) at the SCS-MP2/cc-pVTZ level to 2.524 and 

2.412A (ac) at the SCS-MP2/cc-pVTZ level to 2.524 and 2.412 , respectively, at the MP2/cc-pVTZ 

level. The effect on relative energetics, however, is 1 order of magnitude weaker than the 

difference between MP2 and SCS-MP2 values, with the SCS-MP2/cc-pVTZ  ΔE only changing 

from 1.02 to 0.95kcal/mol, and its MP2/cc-pVTZ counterpart only from 1.70 to 1.76kcal/mol. 

Table 6.3. The RMSD (kcal/mol) from MP2-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12 Conformer Energies at the MP2 
Level with Different Orbital Basis Sets, as Well as the MP2-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 Explicitly 
Correlated Levela 

cc-pVDZ cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ aug-cc-pVQZ 
lowest 13 0.416 0.240 0.349 0.091 0.117 
whole set 0.512 0.418 0.548 0.138 0.189 

V{T,Q}Z AV{T,Q}Z def2-SVP def2-TZVP def2-TZVPP 
lowest 13 0.036 0.068 0.516 0.270 0.248 
whole set 0.077 0.081 0.805 0.395 0.368 

def2-QZVP 6-31G* 6-311G** VTZ(p on H) VDZ-F12 
lowest 13 0.100 0.441 0.468 0.234 0.014 
whole set 0.139 0.502 0.721 0.365 0.019 

  aV{T,Q}Z denotes extrapolation from cc-pVTZ and cc-pVQZ results 

Table 6.3. lists RMSDs at the MP2 level compared to MP2-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12.First of all, 

the lightning- fast basis set convergence of the MP2-F12/cc-pVnZ-F12 calculations is illustrated 

nicely by RMSD of just 0.019kcal/mol obtained with the cc-pVDZ-F12 basis set. We can thus be 

confident that the cc-pVTZ-F12 numbers are indeed fair measures of basis set limit.  
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Second, turning to orbital- based calculations, the only options for getting within even 

0.1kcal/mol require at least cc-pVQZ or def2-QZVP basis sets. If one needs to compromise 

between accuracy and cost, cc-pVTZ and def2-TZVPP yield similar performance (especially for 

the lower 13 conformers): the choice of cc-pVTZ for the final SCS-MP2 geometry optimizations 

would then seem to be justified. Presumably due to error compensation, 6-31G* accidently 

does better than 6-311G**, but not quite acceptably for our purpose. Reducing the polarization 

compliment for hydrogen in cc-pVTZ to a single p function, while leaving the heavy-atom basis 

sets unchanged, clearly does not degrade the conformer energies obtained. This is just as well, 

cc-pVTZ (p on H) being the largest basis set for which we were able to obtain CCSD (T) 

energetics. 

In this case, the basis set extrapolation works rather better than for the double hybrid 

functionals: witness the RMSD of 0.077 kcal/mol (and just 0.036 for the lowest 13 conformers!) 

obtained extrapolating from the cc-pVTZ and cc-pVQZ with familiar L-3 principal expansion 

formula.62  

Our reference data were thus obtained as 

E[ref]=E[MP2-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12]-E[MP2/cc-VTZ(p on H )]+E[CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ(p on H)]……..(6.1) 

As a “sanity check” on our data, we also applied a slightly modified form of ccCA 

(correlation consistent composite approach) of Wilson and co-workers .63 The ccCA-PS3 

protocol64 was applied more or less to the letter except for two details: (a) the level of theory 

for the reference geometry (where we used the same SCS-MP2/cc-pVTZ geometries as for the 

other levels);(b) the cc-pVTZ step was, of course, performed in a slightly reduced basis set. The 

ccCA data is listed in Table 6.1. We will only note a few salient points here. The scalar relativistic 
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contribution to the conformer energies was found to be negligible at 0.006kcal/mol RMSD; the 

core-valence contributions are somewhat more significant at 0.026kcal/mol RMSD but still 

negligible on the accuracy scale of interest to us. (We note that this step relies on an error 

compensation between basis set incompleteness and inadequacy of MP2.65,66 ) The post-MP2 

correction is found to contribute frighteningly large RMSD = 0.76kcal/mol, while the basis sets 

extrapolation beyond  the MP2/A’VQZ accounts for another 0.158 kcal/mol RMSD. 

For comparison, the RMSD between MP2-F12/cc-pV{D,T}-Z-F12 is only 0.019kcal/mol. 

Yet, on balance the ccCA approach acquits itself remarkably well, with RMSD = 0.064kcal/mol 

compared to our reference data. The fact that we obtain such similar data by two different 

approaches to reaching the basis set limit bolsters our trust in our reference data. 

For the DFT functionals, we considered three different dispersion corrections (a) 

Grimme’s original 2006 correction (D2); (b) the updated correction with Becke-Johnson 

damping (D3BJ); (c) the Vydrov-Van Voorhis post-DFT dispersion functional, which is free of 

atomic parameters (NL). 

RMSD statistics for the lowest 12 conformers are given in Table 6.4., while the statistics 

for the entire set can be found in Table 6.5. 

It is easily seen that the performance of SCF is outright dismal, especially for higher-up 

conformers. Perhaps the standout defect for the lower conformers, already noted by Lovas and 

co-workers , is that the SCF predicts conformer ac, rather than aa, to be the global minimum: in 

contrast, our best estimate for the aa-ac difference is 0.59kcal/mol (ccCA: 0.50 kcal/mol).A 

surprising number of DFT functionals, in the absence of dispersion corrections , exhibit the 

same defect, such as BLYP, B3LYP, PBE, PBE0, TPSS, TPSS0, PW6B95….and even (by small 
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amounts) the B2GP-PLYP double hybrid. MP2 gets this at least qualitatively correct but the aa-

ac difference is sensitive to the level of theory, being 1.305kcal/mol at the MP2-F12/cc-pVTZ-

F12 level. 

Table 6.4. The RMSD(kcal/mol) for the lowest 12 lowest conformer energies (13 lowest 
conformers) of melatonin using the def2-QZVP basis set and various DFT functionals with and 
without empirical dispersion corrections (reference data are approximate CCSD(T)-F12/cc-
pVTZ-F12 ) 

no D D2 D3BJ NL 
PBE 1.30 0.64 0.49 0.44 
BLYP 1.85 0.86 0.44 0.30 
PBE0 1.15 0.46 0.28 0.29 
B3LYP 1.56 0.46 0.25 0.44 
TPSS0 1.33 0.44 0.20 0.23 
TPSS 1.52 0.63 0.33 0.40 
PW6B95 0.75 0.41 0.26 0.26 
M06L 0.46 0.46 
M06 0.24 0.42 
M06-2X 0.27 0.27 
B2GP-PLYP 0.60 0.18 0.12 
PWPB95 0.19 
DSD—BLYP 0.18 
DSD-PBEP86 0.27 0.18 0.15 
DSD-PBEPBE 0.38 0.23 0.21 
DSD-PBEB95 0.28 0.28 0.26 
HF 1.72 0.34 0.28 0.47 
SCS-MP2 0.24 
MP2 0.47 
ccCA-PS3 0.053 

Overall performance statistics for most “traditional” DFT functionals without the 

dispersion correction are not much better than that of HF .The Truhlar M06 functionals acquit 

themselves well (especially M06-2X),as do the no-dispersion-correction variants of the spin- 

component scaled double hybrids(DSD-PBE-no D,DSD-PBEP86-noD, and DSD-PBEB95-noD). 
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Table 6.5. RMSD (kcal/mol) for the conformer energies of all 52 conformers of melatonin using 
the def2-QZVP basis set and various DFT functionals with and without empirical dispersion 
corrections (reference data are approximate CCSD (T)-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12) 

 No D D2 D3BJ NL 
PBE 2.32 0.71 0.64 0.56 
BLYP 3.60 1.60 0.47 0.35 
PBE0 2.16 0.73 0.39 0.37 
B3LYP 3.10 0.48 0.33 0.56 
TPSS0 2.53 0.49 0.26 0.30 
TPSS 2.78 0.68 0.43 0.52 
PW6B95 1.42 0.51 0.39 0.43 
M06L 0.90 0.90 
M06 0.52 0.57 
M06-2X 0.29 0.29 
B2GP-LYP 1.10 0.17 0.14 
PWPB95 0.30 
DSD-BLYP 0.26 
DSD-PBEP86 0.41 0.21 0.15 
DSD-PBEPBE 0.63 0.25 0.27 
DSD-PBEB95 0.56 0.33 0.33 
HF 3.72 0.66 0.33 0.54 
SCS-MP2 0.22a 
MP2 0.91a 
ccCA-PS3 0.064 

a SCS-MP2-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12 : RMSD=0.28kcal/mol. b Mp2-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12: RMSD =0.78 
kcal/mol 

While the MP2 RMSD is about 4 times smaller than the corresponding HF values in both 

tables, HF with dispersion corrections quite astonishingly outperforms MP2. Also, the MP2 

RMSD for the whole set is twice as large as for the lowest 12 conformers, suggesting that the 

method has a more difficult time coping with the higher (more crowded) conformers. SCS-MP2 

exhibits neither defect, with a respectable RMSD = 0.22kcal/mol over the whole set, at no 

additional cost over MP2. 

Adding the dispersion corrections dramatically improves the performance of traditional 

DFT functionals,D3BJ more than D2.In most cases, the RMSD of D3BJ and the parameter-free NL 
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are comparable, or give D3BJ a slight edge. The performance of TPSS0/D3BJ is especially 

noteworthy. 

For the B2GP-PLYP double hybrid, both D2 and D3BJ are very helpful and lead to among 

the lowest RMSD values in Table 6.5 (0.17 and 0.14 kcal/mol, respectively). For the spin- 

component-scaled double hybrids, parameters within the functional also shift (in particular, the 

same-spin “MP2” coefficient), and hence the improvements are more modest; yet with D2 and 

especially with the D3BJ correction, the results are quite respectable. DSD-PBEP86-D3BJ and 

B2GP-PLYP-D3BJ are basically tied for first place, at 0.15and 0.14kcal/mol RMSD. Nevertheless, 

while the double hybrids clearly still have an edge over conventional DFT functionals this edge 

is much reduced once dispersion corrections are applied. 

With the D3BJ corrections in place, and considering the lower conformers, a hierarchy 

hybrid>meta-GGA>GGA appears to hold; considering then the entire set, things become less 

clear, except that the double hybrids trump them all. 

We have addressed basis set convergence as well as performance of DFT functionals. 

What about the convergence of the correlation method? While we were obviously unable to 

assess this at the basis set limit, Table 6.6 lists some statistics for the cc-pVTZ (p on H) basis set, 

with CCSD (T) obviously being the reference. 

We note that (T) are apparently quite important, as the RMSD for the CCSD , 

0.647kcal/mol, is not greatly improved over the MP2’s.A certain degree of oscillation can be 

seen along the MP2 series: for instance, the aa-ac separation energy, which is 1.061 kcal/mol at 

the CCSD(T) level with this basis set, goes from 1.773 at the MP2 level to 0.397 at the MP3 level 

to 0.673 at the MP4(SDQ) level to 0.571 at the CCSD level. This virtually begs for the application 
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of MP2.5 (the average of MP2 and MP3, which would yield 1.085 kcal/mol for this property), 

and indeed, over the whole sample, the RMSD of MP2.5 is just 0.092 kcal/mol compared to 

SCS-MP3 at 0.585 kcal/mol. In fact, it reaches the same equality as SCS-CCSD (0.090 kcal/mol) at 

a fraction of the computational cost. A full ad-hoc optimized SCS-MP3 would do little better 

than MP2.5, at 0.065kcal/mol.  

SCS (MI) MP2, a variant 23 of SCS-MP2 optimized for weak interactions, offers a slight 

improvement at the cost of sacrificing the performance for equilibrium thermochemistry. 

Likewise, SCS (MI) CCSD offers some improvement over the already excellent SCS-CCSD, but 

without such deterioration in general thermochemistry. The underlying methods (CCSD) is both 

more expensive and more flexible than MP2 and so an ad hoc parametrization for one property 

will be less warped for other properties.67  

A final note is perhaps due on basis set convergence. We showed above that def2-QZVP 

is close enough to the basis set limit for double hybrids, and one would fortiori expect the same 

for ordinary hybrid functionals. In Table6.7 we consider the basis set convergence for PBE0. 

As can be seen there, all the quadruple-ζ  basis sets, namely-cc-pVQZ, pc-3 and def2-

QZVP yield results very close to each other, especially pc-3 and def2-QZVP.Unlike for the double 

hybrids, however, it is possible here to obtain results of similar quality with triple-ζ  pc-2 basis 

set; it is known that the pc-n series  is explicitly optimized for DFT applications.Def2-TZVPP 

performs only slightly worse, while cc-pVTZ represents marked degradation. Again, this should 

not come as a surprise, because cc-pVTZ is optimized for wave function correlated calculations, 

for which the requirements are quite different from DFT. Finally, none of the double- ζ  basis 

sets perform acceptably. 
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6.3.3 General Observations 

In our studies on conformer equilibria in alkanes,2 we found that basis set convergence 

to 0.1 kcal/mol or better was already reached with cc-pVTZ or comparable basis sets, and that 

the basis sets of that quality are entirely adequate for assessing the performance of any 

method. In contrast, in the present system, the intramolecular weak hydrogen bonds cause 

quite slow basis set convergence as well, and basis set incompleteness issues can mask the 

accuracy  ordering of density functionals and /or empirical dispersion corrections unless one is 

willing to go to the basis sets that ensure convergence. In fact, the present researchers were led 

up the garden path themselves during an earlier unpublished incarnation of present work. 

Table 6.6. RMSD (kcal/mol) from CCSD (T)/cc-pVTZ(p on H) for different wavefunction methods 
in the same basis sets 

HF MP2 SCS-MP2 SCS(MI)MP2 MP3 MP4(SDQ) 
3.716 0.770 0.236 0.183 0.856 0.513 
SCS-MP3 CCSD SCS-CCSD SCS(MI)CCSD ad hoc SCS-MP3a MP2.5 
0.589 0.650 0.090 0.065 0.065 0.092 
aParameters:C2ss=1.081, C2AB=1.092,C3=0.712 

Table 6.7. RMSD (kcal/mol) from PBE0/def-2-QZVP for various basis sets 

RMSD 6-31G* 6-311G** pc-1 pc-2 pc-3 cc-pVDZ 
lowest 13 0.641 0.489 0.664 0.033 0.018 0.582 
whole set 1.086 1.044 1.466 0.080 0.036 0.973 
RMSD cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ def-2-SVP def2 TZVP def2-TZVPP def2-QZVP 
lowest 13 0.193 0.056 0.698 0.156 0.090 0.000 
whole set 0.340 0.090 1.280 0.428 0.132 0.0000 

Some of the remarks are due concerning computational cost. Using ORCA 2.9 running in 

parallel on eight 2.67 GHz Intel Nehalem cores, and the def2-QZVP basis sets with 

corresponding auxiliary basis sets ,68 elapsed times ratios for the representative GGA, hybrid 

GGA, hybrid meta-GGA and double-hybrid functionals are  1:3.75:4:4.75:5 for PBE:P- 

BE0:TPSS0:MP2:DSD-PBEP86.Different functionals on the same rung of Jacob’s Ladder have 
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comparable CPU times. For comparison, RI-MP2-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12 requires 64 times as much 

CPU time as RI-PBE/def2-QZVP, and CCSD (T)/cc-pVTZ (1p on H) requires 678 times as much. 

6.4 Conclusions 

Reference quality conformational energies have been obtained for 52 unique 

conformers of melatonin by means of explicitly correlated ab initio methods as well as the ccCA 

composite method. These data have then been used to evaluate the more approximate 

methods, including a variety of density functional methods both on their own and paired with 

various empirical dispersion corrections. 

Owing to the presence of internal contacts of the CH…O and the CH…N variety, basis 

sets convergence is much slower than for, for example, alkane conformers and the basis sets of 

aug-cc-pVQZ or def2-QZVP quality seem to be required to obtain a firm estimate of basis set 

limit.  

Not just HF but many DFT functionals will transpose two lowest conformers unless 

empirical dispersion corrections are added. Somewhat surprisingly, many DFT functionals 

reproduce the reference data to a fairly high accuracy when combined with the D3BJ empirical 

dispersion correction or the “nonlocal” Vydrov-Van Voorhis dispersion model. The two best 

performers including dispersion corrections are double hybrids DSD-PBEP86-D3BJ and B2GP-

PLYP-D; if no such correction permitted, then M06-2X puts in the best performance. Of the 

lower-cost ab initio-like models,MP2.5 yields the best performance, followed by SCS-MP2.We 

believe the present findings to be useful for computational modeling of flexible biomolecules 

and (pro) drugs.  
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CHAPTER 7 

A SIMPLE DFT-BASED DIAGNOSTIC FOR NON-DYNAMICAL CORRELATION# 

7.1 Introduction 

When the Hartree-Fock reference determinant offers a very good zero-order description 

of the system, and no individual determinants or group of determinants make large 

contributions to the correlated many-body wavefunction, the molecule is said to be dominated 

by dynamical correlation. In such a scenario, the cluster expansion of wavefunction converges 

rapidly, and a “gold standard” correlation method like CCSD (T) 1 truly comes very close to the 

exact (i.e., full CI) basis set correlation energy. 

Deviations from this regime are, in the literature, interchangeably referred to as non 

dynamical correlation2, static correlation, near-degeneracy correlation, left-right correlation, 

and multireference effects 3. 

In a very recent paper, Hollett and Gill (HG)3 distinguish two types of nondynamical  

correlation, which they term Type A and B, while they designate dynamical correlation as “Type 

D.” A similar dichotomy was proposed earlier by Scuseria and Tsuchimochi (ST) 4 who use the 

labels “left-right strong correlation” and “angular strong correlation,” respectively, instead of 

“type A” and “type B”.  

“Type A static correlation,” viz. “left-right strong correlation,” is  best illustrated by 

stretching H2 to infinite distance with RHF orbitals .Near re , the SCF wavefunction is an 

excellent  zero-order description: as the bond is stretched, the  σ g and σ u orbitals approach 

# This entire chapter has been reproduced from [ Fogueri, U. R.; Kozuch, S.; Karton, A.; Martin, J.M.L. “A 
simple DFT-based diagnostic for nondynamical correlation” Theor .Chem. Acc, 2012,132:1291] with 
permission for electronic and print publication in thesis and dissertation from Springer to Uma Fogueri  # 
3171430657540] 
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degeneracy, and eventually only a bideterminantal wavefunction will be an adequate zero- 

order approximation: a single- reference calculation using RHF orbitals will at large distance  

correspond to H+ + H-.However, as first noticed by Pople 5,6 ,using UHF 7 orbitals not only are a 

lower energy obtained, but also correct dissociation is achieved: the single determinant is no 

longer an eigenfunction of the S2 operator but is able to capture some of the static correlation. 

Some systems exhibit such“UHF instability” 8 even at their (experimental or high-level ab initio) 

equilibrium geometries: examples in Table 7.4 

Type A correlation energy is often, confusingly, referred to as the “long-range” 

correlation: dispersion between noble gas atoms, which is purely dynamical in character, is of 

course likewise a long- range effect, albeit in a quite different way. 

“Type B static correlation,” viz. “angular strong correlation,” is best illustrated 3 by 

comparing the correlation energy of helium-like ions with arbitrary Z with the valence 

correlation energy of beryllium-like ions, likewise with arbitrary Z 9. In the He-like case, the 1s 

orbital never becomes quasidegenerate with any other, and Hartree Fock is a good zero-order 

description throughout: in the limit for large Z, the “type D” (purely dynamical) correlation 

energy converges to a constant 10,11 . In the Be-like case for Z<4.138, the absolute energy gap 

between the 2s and 2p orbitals is small and a UHF instability exists. As Z is increased above the 

“isostablity point” Z=4.138, the gap actually widens in absolute terms but becomes ever smaller 

relative to the actual orbital energies: In fact, the correlation energy in the large-Z limit contains 

a term that goes up linearly with Z (!).As the type D correlation will asymptotically approach a 

constant like for the He series, type B static correlation will become the dominant contribution 

for large Z. 
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It may be clear in a qualitative sense how nondynamical correlation is defined, or at 

least experienced quantum chemists have an intuitive grasp of it 12.However, for assessing the 

quality of quantum chemical predictions or the need for more computationally demanding ones, 

a quantitative  or at least a semi quantitative definition would be very helpful. Several such 

“multireference diagnostics” or “nondynamical correlation diagnostics” have been proposed 

over the years by wavefunction ab initio practitioners. These can basically be divided into two 

categories: wavefunction based and energy based. Values of various diagnostics for a 

representative selection of molecules can be found in Table 7.1. Another perspective is offered 

by considering “Type A non-dynamical correlation”/ “left-right strong correlation” as a 

manifestation of quantum entanglement. A physically motivated measure of the latter is the 

von Neumann entropy 13, or the closely related correlation entropy 14, 15 

    = −  
 

∑ i i
2

i

n n
S ln

2 2
   (7.1) 

where ni are the natural orbital occupation numbers. (Note that for a closed-shell, single- 

determinant Hartree-Fock wavefunction, S2 = 0 since all ni are either 2 or 0, and application of 

ˆ1'Hopital's rule yields x 0 xlim lnx 0→ + = .)Partitioning in spatial and spin correlation entropies has 

also been considered 16.  

Entanglement is a central concept in the DMRG (density-matrix renormalization group) 

community 17 .In a recent study 18 on correlation effects in polycyclic aromatic (PAHs), Mazziotti 

and coworkers employ Equation 7.1 as a diagnostic for static correlation. They note that, as 

written, the expression is not intensive: As a workaround, applying it to CASSCF expansions for 
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PAHs of different sizes, they truncated the summations at the core and Rydberg ends of CASSCF 

window such that they have the same number of NOs in each summation.  

Out of the wavefunction-based diagnostics, perhaps the most widely used one is the T1 

diagnostic of Lee and Taylor 19 ,which is essentially nothing but the Frobenius norm of the 

single-excitation amplitude vector divided by the square root of the number of electrons 

correlated, 1 1T IIt II / n= .(The denominator ensures that the T1 is approximately size 

intensive).Empirically, a T1 of greater than 0.02 is said to indicate significant nondynamical 

correlation effects 16 .A closely related quantity is the D1 diagnostic 20,21,22 of Jenson and Nielsen, 

which is matrix norm of t1.T1 is not foolproof by itself: for example 23 , F2 has a deceptively low 

T1 = 0.011 despite being notoriously “multireference”  molecule( it is actually metastable at the 

SCF level) and T1 = 0.027 for ozone only suggests mild problems  for what is in fact a 

pathological system. 

As for the largest T2 amplitude in a CCSD calculation – another wavefunction-based 

diagnostic fairly widely employed in the coupled cluster community –it is actually larger for 

formaldehyde than for dioxygen (a much harder system to “get right”). Monitoring both T1 and 

the largest T2 amplitude viz.C2 coefficients will in practice detect most problematic systems but 

for instance ( see Table 7.1) the fairly mild scores of F2O2 (a.k.a FOOF) on both criteria belie its 

highly problematic 24 character.  

Another diagnostic that has been used over the years are the natural orbital 

occupations of the highest occupied and lowest virtual orbitals. The “M diagnostic” of Truhlar 

and coworkers 25 effectively condenses into a single number: 
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 (7.2) 

where ni stands for the natural orbital (generalized) occupation number of orbital j, and, in a 

single-determinant picture , HDOMO would be the highest doubly occupied molecular orbital, 

LUMO the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, and the SOMOs any singly occupied molecular 

orbitals .For special case of 2-in-2 CASSCF on a closed shell singlet, this reduces to  M= nLUMO, 

which, with x=nLUMO is also the low-x limit of the corresponding correlation entropy S2 = -(x/2) ln 

(x/2)-(1-x/2)ln (1-x/2). 

Yet another criterion, known in various guises among people who carry out 

multireference calculations, is the coefficient Co (or its corresponding weight 2
0C  ) in a CISD or 

full valence CASSCF wavefunction 26 . Since actually their deviation from unity is the true 

criterion, we reported  CASSCF  2
01 C−   in Table 7.1 instead. These two are not bulletproof, as 

the low 2
01 C−  and moderate M for F2 illustrate. 

Various energetic criteria for nondynamical correlation were proposed 23 in an attempt 

to find out reliable measures for inadequacy of the CCSD (T) method. Earlier, Handy and 

coworkers 27 proposed E[CASSCF, full valence]-E[SCF], while Krylov et al. 28 proposed E[full CI, 

valence]- E[SCF].These two definitions differ through the orbital relaxation involved in CASSCF. 

As an operational definition, we proposed23 %TAE [T4+T5], that is, the percentage of 

molecular total atomization energy accounted for by connected quadruple and quintuple 

excitations . 
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Table 7.1. Diagnostics for representative sample of W4-11 set, sorted by ascending %TAE [T4+T5] 

T1-
diagnost
ic 

D1 
diagnost
ic 

Truhlar 
Mdiag 

CASSCF 
1-Co2 

- EvalFCI valFCI 
1-Co2 

Largest  
T2 

nHDOMO nLUMO A25%

[PBE] 
%TAE 
[SCF] 

%TAE 
[(T)] 

%TAE 
[post(T)] 

%TAE[T
4+T5] 

H2 0.006 0.008 0.024 0.012 0.039 0.018 -0.056 1.976 0.024 0.011 76.6 0 0 0 
H2O 0.007 0.011 0.022 0.022 0003 0.002 -0.048 1.978 0.023 0.116 68.8 1.5 -0.01 0.09 
CF4 0.011 0.030 0.027 0.053 0.013 0.006 -0.022 1.978 0.032 0.205 69.2 2.8 -0.08 0.13 
C2H6 0.008 0.013 0.024 0.071 0.011 0.008 -0.032 1.975 0.023 0.028 78.5 0.9 -0.01 0.03 
C2H4 0.011 0.032 0.071 0.084 0.024 0.030 -0.119 1.929 0.072 0.057 77.4 1.3 0.00 0.08 
C2H2 0.013 0.028 0.064 0.089 0.045 0.041 -0.084 1.937 0.064 0.104 74.4 2.1 0.02 0.2 
CO 0.019 0.039 0.047 0.057 0.045 0.039 -0.067 1.955 0.050 0.206 70.2 3.1 0.04 0.26 
CO2 0.018 0.047 0.049 0.079 0.065 0.050 -0.063 1.962 0.060 0.244 66.5 3.6 0.01 0.28 
N2 0.013 0.026 0.062 0.072 0.067 0.051 -0.095 1.941 0.065 0.305 52.6 4.2 0.17 0.51 
SO2 0.021 0.056 0.080 0.083 0056 0.060 -0.091 1.934 0.093 0.404 47.0 6.1 0.16 0.66 
NO2 0.020 0.048 0.076 0.108 0.110 0.083 -0.086 1.937 0.088 0.462 35.3 7.0 0.24 0.80 
P4 0.018 0.037 0.058 0.144 0.078 0.097 -0.046 1.950 0.066 0.207 42.0 7.6 -0.20 0.94 
NO2 0.025 0.065 0.113 0.107 0.091 0.086 -0.093 1.925 0.122 0.543 26.2 8.5 0.47 0.95 
O2 0.007 0.013 0.080 0.060 0.063 0.054 -0.101 1.960 0.045 0.551 22.2 7.7 0.47 1.04 
F2O 0.015 0.040 0.094 0.093 0.094 0.075 -0.069 1.913 0.100 1.052 -32.2 14.6 0.95 1.58 
FOOF 0.026 0.087 0.147 0.153 0.159 0.162 -0.069 1.872 0.166 1.098 -32.2 16.9 1.19 1.68 
C2 0.038 0.086 0.403 0.291 0.146 0.234 -0.293 1.595 0.401 0.657 12.6 13.3 0.27 1.83 
B2 0.039 0.076 0.350 0.215 0.081 0.176 -0.288 1.665 0.303 0.578 30.7 14.7 2.13 2.05 
BN 0.073 0.199 0.283 0.218 0.094 0.189 -0.224 1.716 0.281 0.850 -10.9 18.8 -0.33 2.2 
S4 0.022 0.088 0.262 0.210 0.106 0.195 -0.185 1.766 0.290 0.451 31.4 12.2 1.01 2.2 
FO2 0.043 0.142 0.256 0.166 0.120 0.184 -0.170 1.786 0.256 0.949 -16.7 15.3 2.24 2.33 
F2 0.011 0.029 0.131 0.067 0.061 0.055 -0.169 1.872 0.133 1.393 -79.5 19.5 1.66 2.46 
O3 0.027 0.077 0.223 0.169 0.157 0.160 -0.192 1.797 0.243 1.007 -30.6 17.4 1.95 2.87 

EvalFCI is in Hartree, the remaining values are dimensionless
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These are obtained a posteriori as a by-product of accurate W4 theory 23,29 computational 

thermochemical calculations , but in view of their immense cost ( the corresponding steps 

account for lion’s share of the CPU time in a typical W4 calculation),these are obviously not 

useful as priori predictors. We did find two energy-based a priori diagnostics (requiring no more 

than a CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ single point calculation) that are statistically very strongly correlated 

with % TAE [T4+T5],namely % TAE[(T)](R2=0.941) and % TAE [SCF] (R2=0.810).These latter 

statistics are obtained over a sample of 34 molecules  spanning  a wide range of multireference 

character :more recently, this analysis was repeated over  140 molecules in the W4-11 

benchmark dataset 30 .Upon elimination of the anomalous Be2 diatomic (which is unbound at 

CCSD level), we found essentially identical R2 value of 0.94 and 0.80, respectively. This study 

also considered the basis set dependence of these diagnostics and found that they did not 

change significantly upon basis set expansion beyond  cc-pVTZ 31 .It was also found 23,30 that T1 

and D1 diagnostics correlate fairly poorly with %TAE [T4+T5] with R2 =0.36 and 0.33, respectively, 

over the W4-11 set. 

The reader might wonder why not use %TAE [post-CCSD (T)], that is, % TAE [T4+T5] 

+%TAE [CCSDT-CCSD (T)], as a benchmark instead. However, the good performance of CCSD (T) 

itself results 32,33 from a (mild erratic) error compensation between T4 (which universally 

increases TAE) and T3- (T) (which almost universally decreases it), and hence highly problematic 

molecules like singlet C2 look much more “well behaved” on this criterion  than they actually 

are . 

The issue of nondynamical correlation not only vexes the wavefunction ab initio 

practitioners, but also bedevils the presently much larger DFT developer and especially user 
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community as well. While DFT is generally more resilient toward nondynamical correlation than, 

for example, many-body perturbation theory , it is common knowledge that, for example, 

“ pure DFT”  and hybrid DFT methods may yield very different answers in such multireference 

systems as early transition metals complexes.  

As DFT (at least below the fifth rung of the Jacob’s ladder34 ) is a single-determinant 

theory, diagnostics based on the structure of multideterminantal wavefunction require 

additional wavefunction calculations, as do the %TAE[SCF] and %TAE [(T)] diagnostics. However, 

while preparing a lecture about adiabatic connection35 and hybrid DFT methods36 for a 

graduate computational course, an alternative suggested itself, which is the subject of the 

present work. 

7.2 Methods 

As our benchmark dataset, we used the 140 molecules in W4-11 set, at fixed reference 

geometries taken from the supporting information to Ref30 .All calculations were performed on 

the Linux cluster of CASCaM (Center of Advanced Scientific and Computing and Modeling) at 

the University of North Texas. CASSCF 37 ,valence – only full CI, and CCSD(T) calculations were 

carried out using MOLPRO 2010.1 package,38  using full-valence active spaces in a cc-pVTZ basis 

set; for some of the largest molecules such as acetic acid, the lowest valence  orbitals and the 

corresponding antibonding  virtuals were taken out of the active space for technical reasons. 

For the open-shell systems, restricted open-shell wavefunctions were used. All DFT calculations 

were carried out using Gaussian 09 program system39 on the same computational platform; 

here, unrestricted Kohn-Sham orbitals were used for open shell systems. Orbital stability 
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analyses were likewise carried out by Gaussian 09. 

Total atomization energies (TAEe values) were obtained as difference between the 

molecular energy and the sum of those of the neutral atoms in their respective ground states. 

%TAE [post-CCSD (T)] and %TAE [T4+T5] were taken from the Electronic Supporting 

Information of the W4-11 paper 30. 

The following five DFT exchange-correlation functionals were considered: SVWN5,40  

BLYP,41,42,43  PBE,44  BB95,45 and TPSS46 . 

7.3 Results and discussion 

One can plot a molecule’s total atomization energy and its various components (1-

electron, Coulomb, exchange, correlation) as a function of the percentage of Hartree-Fock like 

exchange. A representative such plot, for oxirane/ethylene epoxide (C2H4O) is shown in Fig 7.1. 

As can be seen there, while some components display just a hint of curvature, the dependence 

of both TAE and its various contributions exhibits weak deviation from linearity.(It would have 

been perfectly linear if the calculations were carried out in a post LDA fashion ). 

Figure 7.1. Profile of different components to the PBEλ /cc-pVTZ TAEe of Oxirane as a function
of the percentage of Hartree Fock Exchange-values are in kcal/mol relative to λ=25%(PBE0)
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Zooming in a little , we do find  that the ratio TAE(λ)/TAE (0) as a function of the fraction 

of HF exchange λ only shows some weak curvature (deviation from linearity) at the quadratic 

level (and essentially none at cubic and higher orders) for almost all the species. Even more 

conveniently, the dimensionless quantity Aλ = (1- TAE (λ)/TAE (0)/ λ) lends itself very well to 

linear regression to Aλ ≈  Sλ + Tλλ, with R2 = 0.99-0.99999 across the board. Typically, and 

consistent with the near-linearity of TAE dependence, we find Tλ/Sλ on the order of 0.1, with 

the exception of a few species for which Sλ is very small to begin with and which are dominated 

by dynamical correlation (such as H2 and B2H6).Large values of Sλ are found for molecules, the 

quantum chemist intuitively thinks of as “basket cases” like F2O2 , O3 etc. 

Qualitatively, the same behavior is seen for all exchange –correlation functionals 

considered, but on an average, it is seen that Sλ[PBE]/Sλ[LDA] = 0.44 and Sλ[TPSS]/Sλ[PBE]=0.76. 

It stands to reason that sensitivity to the percentage of HF exchange would decrease as one 

walks up the “Jacobs Ladder” 34. Sλ [BLYP] is very similar to Sλ[PBE] and Sλ[BB95]  is almost 

indistinguishable  from Sλ[BLYP], suggesting not only similar behavior is seen within the rungs of 

Jacob’s Ladder but also the exchange functional affects values more than the correlation 

functional. 

As can be seen in Table 7.2, squared correlation coefficient between Sλ for the four non- 

LDA functional combinations are universally very large, R2 = 0.993-0.999. This suggests that they 

all essentially contain the same information.  

How well do the Sλ parameters correlate with the more traditional nondynamical 

correlation indices? Correlation is largest with % TAE [SCF], with which R2 vary from 0.96 to 0.97, 

and second largest with %TAE [(T)], all functionals yielding R2 around 0.90. 
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Table 7.2. Squared correlation matrix of various diagnostics for non dynamical correlation for the W4-11dataset less Be2 (i.e 139 
molecules) 

R2 Matrix Sλ
[BB95] 

Sλ [PBE] Sλ
[TPSS] 

Sλ
[BLYP] 

CASSCF 
1-Co2 

valFCI 
Ecorr 

valFCI 
1-Co2 

CASSCF 
Mdiag 

%TAE 
e[SCF] 

%TAEe 
[(T)] 

%TAEe[p
ost(T)] 

%TAEe 
[T4+T5] T1

Aλ [BB95] 1.000 0.99 0.989 0.998 0.214 0.465 0.455 0.401 0.962 0.900 0.607 0.791 0.343 

Aλ [PBE] 1.000 0.991 0.999 0.211 0.458 0.447 0.393 0.964 0.904 0.597 0.792 0.328 

Aλ [TPSS] 1.000 0.993 0.209 0.438 0.436 0.396 0.971 0.900 0.606 0.797 0.306 

Aλ [BLYP] 1.000 0.214 0.455 0.450 0.405 0.967 0.908 0.615 0.802 0.327 
CASSCF 1-Co2 1.000 0.613 0.793 0.735 0.210 0.355 0.194 0.420 0.334 
valFCI Ecorr 1.000 0.790 0.473 0.427 0.509 0.278 0.278 0.521 
valFC1 1-Co2 1.000 0.821 0.429 0.616 0.409 0.409 0.698 
Mdiag 1.000 0.394 0.555 0.442 0.654 0.425 
%TAEe[SCF] 1.000 0.896 0.589 0.805 0.286 
%TAEe[(T)] 1.000 0.593 0.938 0.383 
%TAEe[post-CCSD(T)] 1.000 0.674 0.339 
%TAEe[T4+T5] 1.000 0.378 
T1 1.000 

Between T1 and D1,R2 =0.895; correlation of D1 with other diagnostics in this table are similar to or lower than those for T1.For 
instance, with valFCI Ecorr and valFCI 1- 2 2

0C R =0.278 and 0.312, respectively. Unsurprisingly, the HOMO-LUMO correlation entropy 
tracks the CASSCF Mdiag very closely, with R2=0.953
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Considering %TAE [T4+T5] as the benchmark, the best statistical predictor is not 

surprisingly %TAE [(T)] with R=0.97 with %TAE [SCF] and Sλ tied for second place. When it 

comes to %TAE [post-CCSD (T)] (error compensation and all), the DFT based diagnostic in fact 

marginally outperforms %TAE [SCF] and %TAE [(T)]. 

Of the wavefunction-based diagnostics, the only one that has a reasonable  correlation 

with %TAE[T4+T5] is Truhlar’s Mdiag, which for closed-shell species is effectively the average of 

HOMO and LUMO natural orbital occupations(as well as the low –ni limit of the HOMO-LUMO 

correlation entropy).The T1 diagnostic statistically correlates poorly with all the energy-based 

diagnostics, except for the valence FCI correlation energy: its strongest correlation , aside from 

with the closely related D1, is seen with , 2
o1 C−  from a valence full CI calculation.(We note in 

passing that  2
o1 C− ,the Truhlar M diagnostic , and the HOMO-LUMO correlation entropy all 

appear to contain very similar information.) 

For diagnostic purposes, one wonders whether we really need to plot and fit such “HF 

exchange response curves,” or can we, for a given fixed λo, simply consider 

   o
o o oA (1 TAE( ) / TAE(0)) / S Tλ λλ

= − λ λ ≈ + λ (7.3) 

As Tλ is not only small but also itself fairly well correlated with %TAE [T4 + T5], R= 0.75 in the PBE 

case, we can expect the correlation coefficient of oAλ with % TAE [T4+T5] to be pretty constant. 

Not surprisingly, for the values of λ o ranging from 0.05 to 1 (i.e. 5-100%), oAλ has an essentially 

constant R = 0.888-0.893 with % TAE [T4+T5]. We can, therefore, take a given arbitrary λ o , for 

example,25% ,in which case the equation reduces to A25%[PBE]=4(1-TAE[PBE0]/TAE[PBE]) or 

A25% [BLYP]=4(1-TAE[B1LYP]/TAE[BLYP]). 
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(While the present paper was being prepared for submission, a paper by  Truhlar and 

coworkers 47,48  was  brought to our attention , in which B1=(BEBLYP – BEB1LYP)/nbonds was 

considered for bond-breaking reactions.) 

Returning to Table 7.1., and to the full table for the W4-11 set given in the supporting 

information, we can state the following (for PBE or BLYP): 

• Aλ values around or above 1 appear to indicate severe – to pathological static
correlation

• values around 0.5 appear to indicate moderate –to- severe non-dynamical
correlation

• values near 0.3 appear to indicate moderate non dynamical correlation

• near 0.15 :mild

• below about 0.10: correlation is primarily dynamic in character

One advantage of A λ is its relatively low cost. The cc-pVTZ basis set may still be out of 

reach for many practical problems, however, and therefore, the basis set dependence of 

diagnostic is of interest. Table 7.4 lists correlation coefficients and the deviation statistics (from 

near-basis-set-limits values with Jensen’s pc-3 polarization consistent basis sets49-55  for the 

LANL2DZ, 6-31G* and 6-311G** basis sets. It is shown there are R2 ≥0.98 for basis sets of at 

least polarized double-zeta quality, while R2 ≥0.995 can be reached for triple-zeta double 

polarization or better basis sets. Only for small double-zeta basis sets like LANL2DZ or SDD 

could basis set dependence potentially become an issue.  

Are we primarily dealing with Type A or Type B static correlation? One easy probe for 

that is to check for UHF instabilities (Table 7.4). Stability analysis using Gaussian09 for RHF 

references reveals RHF/UHF energy lowerings for 29 out of 139 molecules, plus for Be2 and Be 
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atom: of these the following exceed 10kcal/mol: Be2, , BN(1Σ+), C2(1Σ+g),  CH2(1A1) ,FOOF, O3, S3 

and S4.  

Table 7.3. Basis set sensitivity of A50%[PBE] as measured by the squared correlation coefficient 
with pc-3 results. 

R2 with pc-3 
LANL2DZ 0.8375 
SDD 0.8657 
6-31G* 0.9911 
6-311G** 0.9913 
6-311G(2d,p) 0.9953 
cc-pVTZ 0.9976 
def2-SVP 0.9840 
def2-TZVPP 0.9985 
pc-1 0.9870 
pc-2 0.9979 
pc-3 1 by def 

Using B3LYP orbitals instead, only eight such instabilities are seen (three of which are 

insignificant), which reduced to just five (two of which are insignificant) using BLYP orbitals. 

(The three species for which UBLYP is significantly lower in energy than the RBLYP are the 

singlet states of BN, C2, and CH2 ) .This illustrates that, at equilibrium geometries, we are 

dealing chiefly with type B nondynamical correlation even with HF orbitals, and almost 

exclusively so using DFT orbitals. It also suggests that using DFT rather than HF orbitals as a 

reference (as is done, e.g., in double-hybrid functionals) 56-58 imparts greater resilience to at 

least type A static correlation. In fact, Cohen and Handy 59-62 argue that the exchange functional 

in DFT includes “left right correlation “. Huzak et al.63 demonstrate that there is a clear 

analytical relationship between the extent of symmetry breaking and the inverse of HOMO-

LUMO gap. Note that in a Belgian collaboration on linear polyacenes 64, it was found that even 

Naphthalene already exhibits a UHF instablility despite % TAE [SCF] = 75.5 and % TAE[(T)]=1.56 

values that are clearly in the “dynamical-dominated” range. In the present work, we find quite 
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low A25% [PBE] values of 0.067 and 0.075 for benzene and napthalene while the Mdiag obtained 

from QCISD/cc-pVTZ natural orbitals are more “midrange” at 0.076 and 0.087, respectively. 

(The same holds true for HOMO-LUMO correlation entropies.) 

Finally, we note (Table 7.5) that both the absolute and the relative RHF/UHF 

energy lowerings exhibit fairly high correlation coefficients with correlation entropy S2(R=0.905 

absolute, R=0.869 relative) and with the (in fact, if perhaps not the intent) closely related M 

diagnostic. This again suggests that these diagnostics primarily measure Type A static 

correlation, rather than the sum of both types A and B. 

Table 7.4. UHF relaxation energy lowerings (kcal/mol) for molecules in the W4-11 set 

HF B3LYP BLYP 
AIH 0.33 
Be2 12.93 0.20 
Be 0.20 
BH 4.08 0.03 0.02 
BN 53.44 6.30 3.81 

1

2 g
C ( )+∑ 75.28 11.42 36.42 

CCl2 4.45 
CF2 0.37 
CH2C 0.42 
CH2(1A1) 11.44 4.74 4.62 
cis-HCOH 1.78 
cis-HONO 0.13 
cis-N2H2 1.34 
dioxirane 1.12 
F2O 0.07 
F2 6.27 
FOOF 24.96 
glyoxal 0.23 
HNO 3.50 0.18 0.12 
NCCN 2.23 
O3 53.66 1.70 
oxirene 1.50 
P2 5.24 
S2O 6.50 
S3 16.45 
S4(C2v) 34.16 1.17 
tr-HCOH 1.26 
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HF B3LYP BLYP 
tr-HONO 0.29 
tr-N2H2 1.21 

The Absent entries mean that the RHF solution is stable with respect to spin symmetry breaking 
For the values given, correlation coefficients with some diagnostics for nondynamical 
correlation are as follows: Truhlar Mdiag R =0.923; HOMO-LUMO correlation entropy  Scorr 
R=0.905;CASSCF =0.840.Correlation coefficients between (TAE[UHF]-TAE[RHF])/TAE 
total and various diagnostics is as follows: Truhlar Mdiag R =0.875,ScorrR=0.869, CASSCF =

2
01 C R− =0.778, %TAE[(T)] R=0.734 

For the sake of completeness: we need to see the values of oAλ   are obtained in 

situations where no correlation contribution at all is present? We considered two examples- 

De[H2+] and IP(H).As neither has a correlation contribution of any kind, we expect Aλo values 

very close to zero : in fact, we find A25%[PBE] = +0.056  and -0.011, respectively, acceptably 

close to zero.A25%[BB95]=0.068 and -0.003, respectively,A25%[BLYP]= 0.068 and -0.004, 

respectively, while for A25%[TPSS] we find 0.074 and 0.000 respectively. 

A reviewer inquired if M06L 65, M06 66, M06-2X 66 and M06HF 67, family of functionals 

could be used for this diagnostic. Since the meta-GGA exchange and correlation parts of the 

M06 family68 include dozens of adjustable parameters optimized over the training set at the 

given percentages of Hartree-Fock exchange (which are 0,28,56 and 100 respectively), the 

dependence of TAE on the percentage of HF exchange is much weakened, as illustrated in ref 

69,70 for the BMK functional proposed there. 

Defining AM06 = (1-TAE[M06]/TAE[M06L])/0.28 and similarly for the AM06-2X and A M06-HF 

and applying this to the W4-11 set, we find small negative values for systems dominated by 

dynamical correlation , rising to positive values  in the 0.2-0.4 range for systems with severe 

static correlation. The correlation coefficient with %TAE[T4+T5]are 0.79 for AM06,0.84 for AM06-2X
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and 0.85 for AM06-HF.These are lower than for , for example ,A25%[PBE]but still indicate somewhat 

useful predictive power , which may be useful for people carrying out application studies 

primarily using M06 family (Table 7.3) 

Finally, one may wonder whether a simple, convenient indicator for the importance of 

dynamical correlation could be generated from DFT data. If we eliminate molecules with %[(T)] 

above 10% (i.e., cases with strong static correlation), we can consider for a given correlation 

functional C, 

        D[C] = 1-TAE [HF]/TAE [HFC]     (7.4) 

where HF stands for straight Hartree-Fock, and HFC for a combination of pure Hartree-Fock 

exchange with DFT correlation functional C.D[C] has the following squared correlation 

coefficients  R2 with %TAE[SCF]:  D[LYP] 0.907, D[PBE] 0.927, D[TPSS] 0.887, and D[B95] 0.948.If 

instead we consider the percentage of TAE accounted for by CCSD – which in the limit for the 

system  with only dynamical correlation approaches the right correlation contribution – then 

the R2 values slightly increases 0.923 , 0.935 , 0.9202 and 0.952 respectively.The idea of using 

DFT correlation functional using HF orbitals as a measure of dynamical correlation was first 

suggested by Handy and coworkers 59, 60. 

7.4 Conclusions 

We propose a simple DFT-based diagnostic for non-dynamical correlation effects, 

namely Aλ= (TAE[XC]-TAE[XλC]/ λTAE[XC] where TAE stands for the molecular total atomization 

energy, XC is a pure-DFT exchange-correlation functional, and XλC represents the corresponding 

hybrid with 100λ% Hartree -Fock -type exchange. The diagnostic is a good predictor for 
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sensitivity of energetics to the level of theory, unlike most of the wavefunction-based 

diagnostics. Aλ = values approaching unity indicate severe nondynamical correlation, while 

values between 0 and about 0.1 indicate that correlation is dynamic in character. The diagnostic 

converges rapidly with any basis sets of polarized double-zeta or better quality and can easily 

be applied to problems beyond the practical reach of wavefunction ab initio methods required 

for other diagnostics. 

We also can propose a simple gauge for the importance of dynamical correlation in a 

molecular binding (or reaction) energy: D[C] = 1- TAE [HF]/TAE [HFC].Both the indices can be 

computed with just three calculations: for example using BLYP exchange –correlation 

combination, one could make do with just BLYP, HFLYP and HF calculations if A 100%  [BLYP] is 

acceptable, and an additional B1LYP calculation if A25% [BLYP] is preferred. 

As a final remark, in the context of the present special issue, it might be observed that 

the present diagnostic touches on the area of conceptual density functional theory, which has 

been the focus of intense research activity in Belgium.71-73 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

The first part of this thesis has been a benchmark study on the relative energetics of 52 

conformers of melatonin (chosen as a representative molecule of biochemical interest). 

Reference data near the CCSD (T) basis set limit were obtained, and a large variety of DFT 

functionals and more approximate ab initio methods were considered. Because of the weak 

internal hydrogen bonds, basis set convergence is considerably slower than for, e.g., alkane 

conformers [see, e.g., J. M. L. Martin, J. Phys. Chem. A 117, 3118 (2013)], and fairly large basis 

sets are needed to reveal the true performance of the DFT and ab initio methods. Except for 

M06-2X, most DFT functionals yield unacceptable results without dispersion corrections; with 

the D3BJ or NL dispersion corrections, however, many DFT functionals yield good results as long 

as the basis set is adequately large. Generally, the D3BJ correction is markedly superior to D2, 

except for double hybrids, where both perform very well (as the MP2-like part already contains 

a large portion of dispersion). 

In the second part of this thesis, we propose a new DFT-based diagnostic for 

nondynamical correlation (a.k.a., “static correlation”), 

If we operationally define static correlation as “energetic contributions beyond  

CCSD (T)”, then Aλ appears to be a very good predictor for their importance, unlike most of the 

wavefunction-based diagnostics. Aλ values converge rapidly with any basis sets of polarized 

double zeta or better quality and can be applied to problems beyond the reach of wavefunction 

ab-initio methods.  As a rule of thumb, for hybrid GGA functionals like PBE0, Aλ values in the 1.0 

range indicate pathological nondynamical correlation, Aλ around 0.5 appear to indicate 
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moderate to severe nondynamical correlation, and Aλ near 0.3 indicate mild to moderate 

nondynamical correlation, while finally Aλ of about 0.15 or less indicate systems dominated by 

dynamical correlation.  
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